
 

ABSTRACT 

 

XU, LE. Biologically Inspired Intelligent Fault Diagnosis for Power Distribution Systems. 
(Under the direction of Dr. Mo-Yuen Chow.) 

 

Power distribution systems have been significantly affected by a wide range of fault-

causing events; and the current outage restoration procedure may take from tens of minutes 

to hours. Effective outage cause identification can help to expedite the outage restoration and 

consequently improve the system reliability. Most current researches are based on system 

modeling and measurements such as voltage and current; besides, they usually target at a 

single feeder or a small system due to the difficulty of modeling the large-scale, nonlinear, 

and time-varying distribution system. In this research, various data mining approaches 

including statistical methods and artificial intelligence algorithms have been investigated and 

applied to Duke Energy distribution outage data in order to extract the outage pattern and 

identify the outage cause; by this means, the additional environmental information recorded 

in the data can be adopted in the fault diagnosis and the analysis range can be beyond the 

scope of a single feeder or a small system. Also, the affect of data imperfections such as data 

noise, data insufficiency, especially the data imbalance issue on the performance of outage 

cause identification have been investigated.  

In this work, logistic regression and artificial neural network are firstly compared on their 

capability in fault diagnosis; then an existing fuzzy classification algorithm is extended to E-

algorithm to alleviate the effect of data imbalance; afterwards, the immune system based 

Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) algorithm is investigated for its capability in 



fault diagnosis using real-world data; lastly, a hybrid algorithm based on E-algorithm and 

AIRS is proposed to embed the rule extraction capability while performing satisfactory fault 

cause identification. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Electric power systems play a very important role in our modern society, affecting 

virtually every person on a daily basis. Power systems transform different types of energy 

into electric energy and deliver this electric energy to various types of consumers. As shown 

in fig.1, power systems consist of three main segments: generation, transmission, and 

distribution. Power distribution systems, as the retail part of the utilities, aim to deliver 

reliable, economical and safe electricity supply to their customers. 

 

Fig.1. Power Systems 
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  A reliable power service refers to the uninterrupted power supply to customer loads. 

Distribution systems account for a large proportion (up to 90% [1]) of customer reliability 

problems, it is largely because that distribution systems which involve large number of 

components are geographically dispersed and under various operating conditions. 

Distribution systems have been significantly affected a wide range of events, which may 

cause certain customer loads to be de-energized, such as equipment failures, animal contacts, 

lightning strikes, vegetation (trees), human operation errors, etc. If the duration of the 

de-energization is longer than five minutes [2], a sustained interruption or an outage is 

considered to occur. 

IEEE trial use guide P1366 [2] has defined several reliability indices; the most widely 

used indices in utilities are SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index), SAIDI 

(System Average Interruption Duration Index), CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption 

Duration Index), and ASAI (Average Service Availability Index). These reliability indices 

are closely related to interruption frequency and duration. The system reliability can be 

improved by reducing the number of interruptions or by reducing the duration of these 

interruptions. 

In order to reduce the average interruption duration, it is crucial for the management 

system to have a fast and proper response to system faults and outages. Utilities have been 

making substantial effort to expedite the restoration procedure; for instance, the feeders are 

sectionalized such that some de-energized customers can be switched to adjacent feeders; 

manual devices are replaced by automatic devices to reduce the operation time. Many 

researches have been devoted to power distribution systems fault analysis as well; most of 

them focus on locating faults. For example, [3] uses an artificial neural network and support 
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vector machine approach, [4] proposes a direct circuit analysis based algorithm, [5] proposes 

an iterative estimation based algorithm, and [6] uses signal processing technology for fault 

location identification. There are only few works on fault cause identification; for instance, 

[7] investigates the fault type identification using fuzzy logic algorithms. Most of these 

researches are based on voltage and current measurements, system models, and topology 

information; in addition, these works generally target at a single feeder or a small system 

since the large-scale, nonlinear, and time-varying characteristic of distribution systems makes 

the system modeling very difficult.  

More and more utilities collect and store detailed operation data including outage 

information. A good set of outage data usually contain not only the system operation 

information such as the protection devices activated but also the environmental information 

like weather condition that is also very important for fault analysis and management. With 

the development of data mining technologies, this type of additional information can be 

embedded into fault analysis. It may also help extract fault patterns beyond the scope of a 

single feeder or a small system by mining the historical data, since the physical system 

modeling is not required. [8] presents a knowledge-based algorithm using comprehensive 

data to locate outages, [9] mines the data stored in digital relaying equipments at substations 

to classify fault types.  

This dissertation investigates the application of different fault diagnosis approaches 

including conventional statistics methods and computational intelligence algorithms to mine 

the historical outage data from Duke Energy in order to identify the outage cause. Effective 

fault cause estimation can provide useful information for dispatch center to better schedule 

the work and allocate the resources and for crew to narrow down the searching areas so as to 
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expedite the restoration procedure and consequently reduce the "trouble shooting" time and 

improve the system reliability.  

Duke Energy has a detailed distribution outage data collection system which records 

outage related information every time a fault current is detected in the system as a result of 

the activation of protective devices (e.g. a circuit breaker, a fuse). This database is used in 

this dissertation as an example to demonstrate the investigation of different fault diagnosis 

algorithms on outage cause identification. However, the data imperfections such as noise and 

imbalanced data constitution in real world data may greatly degrade the fault cause 

identification performance. This dissertation mainly focuses on the imbalance data issue, a 

very practical issue that has been a challenge to many power utilities. 

 

Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) 

The human immune system guards the body from outside attack due to foreign antigens 

such as bacteria and virus. It is a complex system involving various components and 

multilevel defense.  

The immune system can recognize non-self cells from self cells within the body and 

response to non-self cells with appropriate defensive mechanism. Lymphocyte cells are the 

main immune cells. Two major types of lymphocytes, B-cells and T-cells, are developed and 

matured in primary lymphoid organs (bone marrow and thymus) and interact with antigens 

captured in secondary lymphoid organs (e.g., spleen) for immune response. The lymphoid 

organs are shown in fig.2. 
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Fig.2. Lymphoid Organs in Immune Systems 

 

When an antigen invades the body, a few immune cells circulating throughout the body 

can recognize the invader. The recognition stimulates the clonal expansion which proliferates 

and differentiates the matching cells in order to generate a large number of antigen-specific 

cells that can produce antibodies; these antibodies can neutralize and finally destroy the 

antigens. Some of the cells become memory cells which stay in the immune system for a 

long time such that the subsequent exposure to similar or same antigens can have a better 

immune response in terms of both speed and accuracy. B-cells and T-cells play different 

roles in regulating the immune response and each may affect the other’s function, but both 

follow similar sequence for defense. 

The natural immune system has inspired a great of research interest due to its powerful 

information processing capability including adaptivity, memory, distributed mechanism, 
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parallel operation. “The artificial immune systems are composed of intelligent methodologies, 

inspired by the natural immune system, for the solution of real-world problems” [10]. Several 

immune system based mathematical models including differential-equation models [11], 

stochastic-equation models [12], shape-space models [13], etc. have been developed to 

simulate different components and behaviors of immune systems. Among these, immune 

network theory [14, 15] and negative selection algorithm [16] are most often used. Immune 

network theory hypothesizes the immune system as a network of molecules and cells in 

which the dynamics of lymphocyte concentration are regulated through interaction and 

communication among different species of lymphocytes. Negative selection algorithm is 

inspired by the principle of self-nonself discrimination in which only the T-cells that do not 

react against self cells can leave the thymus to perform immunological function. Different 

immune system based models have been applied in various applications, such as pattern 

recognition [17], fault diagnosis [18], and anomaly detection [19]. 

In this dissertation, a B-cell mechanism based supervised classification algorithm, 

Artificial Immune Recognition Systems (AIRS) [20-22] has been applied for power 

distribution outage cause identification; a hybrid algorithm called Fuzzy Artificial Immune 

Recognition System (FAIRS), which integrates AIRS and a fuzzy classification scheme 

called E-algorithm [23], has been developed such that the algorithm can produce inference 

rules to help explain the inference whilst implementing the outage cause identification. 

 

Overview of the Dissertation 

This dissertation contains several manuscripts submitted for publication to several 

journals and conferences. Chapter II is accepted for presentation at 2006 Power Systems 
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Conference & Exposition (PSCE) [24]. Chapter III is published in IEEE Transaction on 

Power Systems [25]. Chapter IV is accepted for publication in IEEE Transaction on Power 

Systems on August 5, 2006 [26]. Chapter V is accepted for publication in IEEE Transaction 

on Power Systems on September 20, 2006 [27]. Chapter VI is the paper that has been 

submitted to IEEE Transaction on Evolutionary Computation and is currently under review. 

There are also several other conference papers have been published or accepted for 

presentation along the research investigated in this dissertation [23, 28-33]. 

Chapter II introduces four different measures that are used to examine the Duke Energy 

outage data for meaningful information: actual measure, normalized measure, relative 

measure, and likelihood measure. Tree-caused outage is used as an example to explain the 

characteristics that can be revealed by these different measures. This chapter also applies 

logistic regression to investigate the influence of expert-suggested factors on the occurrence 

of different outage causes. 

Chapter III explains the necessity of outage cause identification for reliability 

improvement and investigates the classification approaches for outage cause identification: a 

conventional statistical approach, logistic regression, and a computational intelligence 

approach, artificial neural network, are compared for their performance on outage cause 

identification with real world data sets. Two major outage cause types, tree and animal 

contact, are used to illustrate the characteristics and effectiveness of these two classification 

approaches. Furthermore, the affect of various practical application problems, such as data 

insufficiency, imbalanced data constitution, and threshold setting, on outage cause 

identification has been investigated in this chapter. Geometric mean is introduced as a special 

performance measure for imbalanced data classification. 
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Chapter IV focuses on one of the practical issues investigated in Chapter III: imbalanced 

data constitution. A data mining based fuzzy classification algorithm, E-algorithm, has been 

extended from the fuzzy classification algorithm proposed by Ishibuchi et al. to alleviate the 

effect of imbalance data on outage cause identification performance. This chapter uses 

artificial neural network investigated in chapter II as a benchmark to compare with the 

E-algorithm. The top three outage cause types for most of utilities: tree, animal contact, and 

lightning strike, are used as prototypes to demonstrate the capability of E-algorithm. 

Chapter V introduces the immune inspired algorithm for supervised classification task, 

Artificial Immune Recognition Systems (AIRS) along with the algorithm related B-cell 

mechanism in immune systems. AIRS has been applied to Duke Energy outage data for 

cause identification using three major causes (tree, animal, and lightning) as prototypes. Its 

performance is also compared with the benchmark algorithm, artificial neural network. 

Chapter VI proposes the Fuzzy Artificial Immune Recognition System (FAIRS), a hybrid 

algorithm based on the fuzzy classification E-algorithm and the biological immune system 

inspired AIRS algorithm. FAIRS integrates the rule generation capability of E-algorithm and 

the searching capability and memory mechanism of AIRS such that it can produce inference 

rules for cause identification with low computational cost while keeping a satisfactory 

performance in outage cause identification. The performance of FAIRS is examined by 

applying it to Duke Energy outage data (tree, animal, and lightning faults are used as 

prototypes) and comparing the g-mean and computation time with both E-algorithm and 

AIRS.  
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DATA MINING AND ANALYSIS OF TREE-CAUSED FAULTS IN POWER 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

 

Abstract - The reliability and quality of power distribution systems are affected by 

different distribution faults. Trees are one of the major fault causes. In this paper, four 

different measures: actual measure, normalized measure, relative measure, and likelihood 

measure are used to data mine the Duke Energy Distribution Outage Database for meaningful 

data features and to analyze the characteristics of tree-caused distribution faults. This paper 

also applies statistical techniques to analyze tree-caused faults with respect to several 

selected influential factors. The results can be used to assist power distribution engineers to 

provide a more effective fault restoration system and design a more effective tree-fault 

prevention strategy. 

 

Index Terms - power distribution systems, data mining, statistical analysis, logistic 

regression, tree-caused distribution faults. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Power distribution systems aim at providing a reliable, economical, and safe supply of 

electricity to customers. Power distribution systems are geographically dispersed and are 

under various dynamic operating environments. In addition, some distribution systems are 

exposed to the uncertainty of the outdoor environment, which makes them highly vulnerable 
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to natural disturbances. They can be affected by many different events, such as equipment 

failure, animals, trees, lightning, and so on. Faults in the distribution systems account for up 

to 90% of all customer reliability problems [1]. In order to improve reliability and customer 

satisfaction, systems require fast response to component failures and outages. A good 

understanding of different fault characteristics besides the knowledge of the distribution 

system functions and operations is necessary. 

Much research has been done on power distribution systems fault analysis, most of which 

is based on the system model, while not much research analyzes faults characteristics related 

to environmental factors, which are also very important to improve the fault assessment and 

management of distribution system. For example, hurricanes usually cause large scale power 

outages, significant economical loss, and considerable repair cost [2]. If the hurricane related 

fault patterns are well understood, power companies will be able to estimate the type, 

location and magnitude of the possible damage when a hurricane is approaching, and deploy 

the personnel and equipment accordingly to expedite the restoration process. 

In this paper, we use tree-caused faults, one of the top three customer interruption causes 

for most utilities [1], as a prototype; we propose a statistical data mining approach to analyze 

and address the tree-caused fault characteristics according to both system configuration and 

environmental factors based on a large outage database from Duke Energy; we also 

investigate the influence of several selected factors on the tree faults occurrence. 

II.  POWER DISTRIBUTION FAULT DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM AND DATA 

SELECTION 

Duke Energy has a detailed Power Distribution Fault Data Collection System. Every time a 
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fault current is detected in the distribution system as a result of the activation of some 

protective device, like a breaker relay, the distribution fault data are recorded into this fault 

data collection system.  

Thirty-three information items are recorded in each outage record. Among these items, six 

factors which may contain essential information of tree-caused faults are selected [3], [4]: 

circuit ID number, weather condition, season, time of day, phases affected, and the protective 

devices activated. The six selected factors are represented in sets as follows: 

CI (Circuit ID) = { }all the circuit identification numbers under consideration  

WE (Weather) = 
fair, cold, rain, wind, wind & lightning, lightning, 
hail, snow, ice, hot, storm
⎧ ⎫
⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

 

SE (Season) = { }spring, summer, fall, winter  

TD (Time of day) = { }midnight, morning, afternoon, evening  

NP (Number of Phases Affected) = { }1, 2, 3, no info  

PD (Protective Device) = 

Transmission Device, Station Circuit Breaker, 
Line Recloser, Primary Fuse, Transformer Fuse, 
Transformer CSP, Panel Base, SEC/SVC Self Clearing, 
Manual Device, Primary Self Clearing

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

 

To perform tree faults analysis, seven regions of the Duke Energy System are selected: 

Chapel Hill (CHPL), Clemson (CLEM), Durham (DURH), Greenville (GREE), Hickory 

(HICK), Lancaster (LANC), and Winston-Salem (WINS). These regions are reasonable 

representations of Duke Energy’s different service areas. We use stratified sampling to select 

the regions. There are many possible probability sampling methods; four major schemes are 

random sampling, systematic sampling, clustering sampling, and stratified sampling. In 
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general, clustering sampling and systematic sampling have relative low accuracies, and 

stratified sampling is most appropriate in most cases, which improves the representativeness 

of the sample by producing a weighted mean than arithmetic mean generated by random 

sampling. We separate the Duke Energy service areas into three mutually exclusive 

subsections: Northern, Central and Southern; each subsection contains around ten regions. 

We further sampling two to three regions from each subsection. In our work, the outage 

records from 1994 to 2002 are used. 

III.  DATA MINING AND ANALYSIS OF TREE-CAUSED FAULTS AT DUKE ENERGY 

POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

In order to data mine the tree-fault cause information embedded in the Duke Energy 

Distribution Fault Database to extract meaningful information, we apply four different 

measures: actual measure, normalized measure, relative measure, and likelihood measure, as 

reported in [3] to data mine and analyze the feature of tree-caused distribution faults. 

The first measure is the actual number of tree faults: 

 r rA NT=  (1) 

where r refers to a selected region, Ar is the actual measure of tree faults, and NTr is the 

number of tree-caused faults in region r.  

The first measure is simply the number of tree-caused faults in different regions, as 

displayed in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.1. Actual number of tree faults in the selected regions 

 

Fig. 1 indicates that Greenville has the most tree faults among the selected seven regions, 

while Chapel Hill has the fewest. However, different regions have their own characteristics, 

such as circuit size, geographic features etc. We need to take these effects of regional factors 

into account when we try to rightly analyze the tree faults. 

The second measure is normalized measure. Several possible normalization methods can 

indicate different useful information related to tree-caused faults, for instance, tree-caused 

faults over the total faults, or the tree-caused faults over the system characteristics such as 

line length. The former one aims at providing relative frequency of tree cause over other 

possible causes to help the utility to decide fault prevention priority in one region. For 

example, we can get the information whether the tree-caused faults are more frequent than 

animal-caused faults in one selected region by this measure. The latter methods can help to 

identify the relative importance of tree-caused faults in different regions. For example, if the 

average number of tree-caused faults per mile of line in region (or circuit) A is higher than 
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that in region (or circuit) B, the company may set a higher priority for tree fault prevention to 

region (or circuit) A. Considering the availability of the data source, we apply the first 

method to compute the proportion of the tree-caused faults. The normalized measure is 

shown in (2) and depicted in Fig. 2. 

 r
r

NTM
N

=  (2) 

where Mr is the normalized measure of tree faults and Nr is the number of total faults in 

region r. 
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Fig.2. Normalized number of tree faults in the selected regions 

 

Comparing Fig. 2 to Fig. 1, the distribution of the normalized value of tree faults is very 

different from that of the actual value. Fig. 2 implies that a fault in Clemson is more likely to 

be a tree-caused event than a fault in Greenville, even though, as shown in Fig.1, the actual 

number of tree faults in the former region is much less than the latter. Greenville has a much 

larger distribution circuit than Clemson. As a result, Greenville has more tree faults than 

Clemson; on the other hand, Clemson has extensive wooded areas, which increases the 
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chance for tree-caused faults to occur in Clemson. 

The first two measures, Ar and Mr, are based on the overall information of tree-caused 

faults in different regions; in order to further analyze the feature of the tree faults, we use 

relative measure and likelihood measure to extract the detailed information from the dataset. 

The third measure is the relative number of tree-caused distribution faults for different 

events. 

 ,
,

r j
r j

r

NT
R

NT
=  (3) 

where j indicates a specific event in some factor, Rr,j is the relative measure of tree faults, 

and NTr,j is the number of tree faults in region r at event j. 

For instance, we want to analyze the tree-caused faults corresponding to different seasons 

(SE). We have four possible events: spring, summer, fall, or winter. This measure provides 

the relative frequency of tree faults under the different event in the specific factor. 

The fourth measure calculates the likelihood of having a tree-caused fault under different 

conditions. It is actually the conditional probability of tree faults, given a specific event. 

 ,
,

,

r j
r j

r j

NT
L

N
=  (4) 

where j presents a specific event in a specific factor, Lr,j is the likelihood measure of tree 

faults, and Nr,j is the number of total faults in region r, at event j. 

Using these two measures, Rr,j  and Lr,j, the data are further categorized according to 

weather condition, season, time of day, the number of phases affected, and protective devices 

activated as shown in the following figures.  
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A.  Weather condition: 

Fig. 3a indicates that tree faults happen most often in fair weather, followed by storm 

weather generally, while only a few tree faults happen in snowy and icy weather. This result 

appears to contradict our intuition that adverse weather conditions like snow and ice would 

be more likely to cause trees to fall down, and then lead to the outage. However, the 

likelihood measure presented in Fig. 3b suggests that the likelihood of the tree faults in 

snowy and icy weather is much higher than that in fair weather. One of the explanations for 

this phenomenon is that severe weather conditions such as snow and ice do not often occur 

during the winter in the Duke Energy service areas; therefore, even if snow and ice heavily 

influence the tree faults occurrence, the number of tree faults is limited.  

B.  Season 

Fig. 4a shows that more tree faults happen during the summer and the winter. During the 

summer, there are higher chances for windy or stormy weather, which heavily influences tree 

faults. Similarly during the winter snowy or icy weather increases the number of tree faults. 
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Fig.3a. Relative Value of Tree Faults with respect to Weather in the selected regions 
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Fig.3b. Likelihood of Tree Faults with respect to Weather in the selected regions 

 

From the investigation of the likelihood of tree faults versus season presented in Fig. 4b, 

the outages in winter are more likely to result from tree-caused faults than in the summer. 
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Considering fault causes other than tree, we can normalize the tree faults with respect to the 

others. For instance, the outages in summer are more likely to be animal faults than in winter 

because some animals like snakes, which are major reliability concerns in both substations 

and underground systems [1], hibernate in winter; and the outages in summer are also more 

likely to be caused by lightning than in winter. So the possibility of tree faults in winter 

increases compared with other faults. 
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Fig.4a. Relative Value of Tree Faults with respect to Season in the selected regions 
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Fig.4b. Likelihood of Tree Faults with respect to Season in the selected regions 
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C.  Time of Day 

Fig. 5a implies that daytime (morning and afternoon) usually has more tree faults than 

nighttime (evening and midnight); while Fig. 5b indicates that, in most of the regions, when a 

fault occurs during the evening and midnight, it more than likely will be a tree-caused fault. 
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Fig.5a. Relative Value of Tree Faults with respect to Time of Day in the selected regions 
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Fig.5b. Likelihood of Tree Faults with respect to Time of Day in the selected regions 

 

We take the human activities into consideration. Human activities are heavily related to the 

factor of time of day, and also influence power distribution system outages. There are more 
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human activities during the day time. Some of the human activities (e.g., vehicular accidents, 

operation mistakes) may cause outages or faults in power distribution systems, increasing the 

possibility of these type faults, such as public accident faults or Duke Energy accident faults. 

Hence tree faults have a relatively lower likelihood during the day time compared with the 

night time. 

D.  The Number of Phases Affected 

Because of the space limitation, the figures for this factor are not presented. The relative 

measure indicates that when a tree fault happens, it often affects only one phase, sometimes 

three phases; but tree faults rarely affect two phases only. This conclusion is reasonable 

because distribution circuits have more single-phase lines than three-phase lines. The 

likelihood measure suggests that it is more likely to be a tree fault when an outage affects two 

or three phases than the one affecting only single phase. Considering other possible faults, we 

can use similar arguments with the influence of season factor on tree faults occurrence to 

normalize it with respect to those causes other than tree. For example, animal-contact faults 

usually cause single phase distribution faults. Yet, it is unlikely for an animal to create a fault 

involving two phases to ground. 

E.  Protective Devices Activated 

Fig. 6a indicates that the protective device activated by the tree faults is mainly the primary 

fuse, but on average, line recloser and station circuit breaker (SCB) are the ones more likely 

to be activated by tree faults, as shown in Fig. 6b. This information is useful for identifying 

the cause of distribution system faults. For example, if we have two similar faults as far as 

the other six factors are concerned, but one fault activates a liner recloser and the other one 
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activates a transformer fuse, then the first event is more likely to be caused by a tree than the 

second. 
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Fig.6a. Relative Value of Tree Faults with respect to PD in the selected regions 
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Fig.6b. Likelihood of Tree Faults with respect to PD in the selected regions 
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Using the four different measures, we can analyze the characteristics of tree-caused 

distribution faults. The actual measure shows the number of tree-caused faults in different 

regions. The utility companies can make use of this measure to optimally deploy equipments 

and personnel, such as allocating tree trimming resources according to the number of 

tree-caused faults in different regions. The normalized measure indicates the percentage of 

tree-caused faults among all the distribution faults in different regions. This measure takes 

into account of the regional characteristics and suggests the relative importance of 

tree-caused faults, which can help the companies to make decisions on the fault prevention 

priority. The relative measure indicates the percentage of tree-caused faults under different 

events in a specific factor and shows detailed information of fault analysis for different 

factors considered. The likelihood measure provides the conditional probability of 

tree-caused faults given a specific event. This measure is helpful to fault diagnosis; when the 

exact cause of a fault is unknown, this measure gives useful information for root cause 

identification [3]. 

We have not included the factor of circuit ID number because of the difficulty of 

distinguishing from among more than 100 different circuit ID numbers in one single plot. But 

we can analyze the tree faults occurrence corresponding to different circuits in the similar 

way proposed in this paper.  

IV.  LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TREE FAULTS 

We have selected six potentially influential factors from the 33 information items in the 

Duke Energy Database and have analyzed the characteristics of these selected factors in the 

previous section. In the following discussion, statistical techniques are applied to further 
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investigate the effect of these factors on the tree-caused fault occurrence. 

In the analysis of the effect of the selected factors on the tree-caused fault occurrence, the 

six selected factors are the explanatory variables, indicated by X1=CI, X2=WE, X3=SE, 

X4=TD, X5=NP, X6=PD; and the cause code CC is the response variable indicating weather 

the recorded outage is caused by tree faults or not. All the six explanatory variables are 

categorical, which have nominal values instead of continuous values; in other words, 

different values have no real numerical relationship with each other. For instance, in factor 

SE, we assign 4 for winter and 1 for spring, but we cannot interpret that winter is four times 

as seasonally affiliated with the occurrence of tree faults as spring. The response variable is a 

binary variable, denoted by either 1 or 0, or {0,1}CC∈ . Therefore we use logistic 

regression technique [5] to uncover the effect of the six factors on tree-caused faults 

occurrence.  

For each record, the cause code is either 0 or 1 for nontree-caused fault and tree-caused 

fault, respectively; it is equivalent to scoring 1 for the tree-caused faults and 0 for 

nontree-caused faults. If we compute the total score, we get the number of tree-caused faults. 

The mean of the 0 and 1 scores equals the proportion of tree-caused faults among all the 

faults; we use μ  to represent the true portion of tree-caused faults. /(1 )μ μ−  is called 

odds, indicating the ratio of the probability that tree-caused faults occur to the probability 

that nontree-caused faults occur; and the log of the odds log[ /(1 )]μ μ−  is denoted as 

logit( )μ . Logistic regression transforms the explanatory variables into a logit variable: 

 1 1 2 2 6 6logit( ) X X Xμ α β β β= + + + +  (5) 

We use SAS JMP software [6] as the tool to fit the logistic regression model presented in 
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(5). The odds that the occurrence of tree-caused faults may be predicted based on the values 

of the six explanatory variables are reflected from the log-likelihood, which is maximized by 

the maximum likelihood estimation [5]. The maximum likelihood estimation calculates the 

unknown logit coefficient 1 2 6, , , ,α β β β  of the specified model to maximize the 

probability of obtaining the tree faults. This principle is equivalent to minimizing the 

negative log-likelihood, which is mainly used in the following discussion. 

The explanatory variables are categorical; we include the six qualitative explanatory 

variables in the specified model using dummy variables, which have only 1 and 0 two values 

meaning whether some statements are true or false, respectively. For example, we have four 

categories in TD variable:{ }midnight, morning, afternoon, evening . We can create 3 dummy 

variables which are “midnight,” “morning,” “afternoon,” so each instance of TD can be 

recorded into a vector of value for these three dummy variables: midnight is recorded as 

{ }1,0,0 , evening is then recorded as { }0,0,0 . 

Fig. 1 in section III indicates that Greenville is the region having the most tree-caused 

faults, and Fig. 2 shows that the faults that occur in Greenville are more likely to be caused 

by trees than in other regions other than Clemson. The outage data in Greenville are used to 

explain the logistic regression analysis for illustration purposes. We will discuss the result of 

the analysis applied to the other six regions as well. 

Whole model test and likelihood-ratio test [6] are implemented to analyze the fit of the 

specified logistic regression model to the outage data, and to test the effect of the explanatory 

variables on the tree-caused faults occurrence. The whole model test investigates the 

significance of six explanatory variables as a whole, and the likelihood-ratio test computes 
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the statistics for each effect in the model to tell the significance level of each. 

A.  Whole Model Test: 

The model presented in (5) is a full model, including intercepts and all six selected factors. 

The whole model test compares this full model with a reduced model that omits all the six 

factors except the intercept parameter. The reduced model can be represented as logit( ) μ α= .  

In this test, the null hypothesis is: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6: 0H β β β β β β= = = = = = .  

This null hypothesis shows that all six factors have no effect on the probability that 

tree-caused faults happen since all the coefficients of these explanatory variables in the 

specified model are 0. No matter how these variables change, they do not change the output, 

which is the tree-caused faults occurrence. In other words, all these six factors are omitted in 

the reduced model. 

The part of SAS JMP output for the whole model test is listed in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. THE OUTPUT OF WHOLE MODEL TEST FROM SAS/JMP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

Model -Log Likelihood 

Full 14793.364 

Reduced 17986.098 

Difference 3192.734 

 

Chi-Square 6385.468 

Prob>ChiSq 0.0000 

 

The whole model test calculates the negative log-likelihood for both the full model and the 
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reduced model in which all the six explanatory variables are omitted, compares the difference 

between these two negative log-likelihood values, and records this difference as the value of 

the difference model. From Table I, we know that the negative log-likelihood of the full 

model is 3192.734 lower than the reduced model.  

Two times this whole model test statistic has approximately a chi-squared distribution [5]; 

the degree of freedom is the number of parameters in the null hypothesis, which is 1 in our 

case. The chi-squared value is listed in Table I as well to test the significance of the 

explanatory variables as a whole. The P-value appears as “Prob>ChiSq” in the table and 

records the probability of obtaining a greater chi-square value by chance alone if the 

specified model fits no better than the reduced model, which only includes intercepts.  

This test is applied on the data from the region of Greenville; we get a chi-square value as 

6385.468 and it is significant at 0.0000. This is a strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis, 

which means that the presented model is better than the reduced model. The six explanatory 

variables as a whole are significant to the response. We apply this test on the other six regions 

and get accordant outcomes: Clemson has a P-value of less than 0.001, and the other five 

regions are significant at the same level with Greenville, of which the P-value is 0.0000. All 

six P-values are very small, indicating the strong statistical significance of the six variables 

as a whole on the tree-caused fault occurrence. 

From the whole model test result, we can conclude that the specified logistic regression 

model in (5) is significantly better than the reduced model. This result is of no surprise; we 

would certainly expect that the situation with severe weather is more likely to cause tree 

problems, or that the outage with two phases affected is more likely to be caused by 

tree-caused faults.  
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B.  Likelihood-ratio test: 

So far, we know that the six explanatory variables as a whole in the specified model are 

significant to the tree-caused fault occurrence. The likelihood-ratio test is further applied to 

justify the significance of each explanatory variable. 

The likelihood-ratio test compares the whole model with the model without one of the six 

factors; therefore, the null hypothesis is: 

0 : 0;  1, 2, ,6iH iβ = = . 

Unlike the whole model test which leaves out all six explanatory variables, the 

likelihood-ratio test only omits one factor at a time. This null hypothesis states that the thi  

factor iX  has no effect on the probability of tree-caused faults. By setting one of the 

parameters to zero, the likelihood-ratio test fits the model with and without this specific 

effect to see if the difference in the negative log-likelihood is significant. SAS JMP executes 

this test for every factor. The results are shown in Table II. 

 

TABLE II. THE OUTPUT OF LIKELIHOOD-RATIO TEST FROM SAS/JMP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

Source L-R Chi-Square Prob>ChiSq

CI 756.0366 0.0000 

WE 2468.9145 0.0000 

SE 88.1970 0.0000 

TD 172.8853 0.0000 

PD 1160.4760 0.0000 

NP 39.7263 0.0000 

 

The outcome of the test provides the information of the likelihood-ratio chi-square (L-R 
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Chi-Square in the table) for each explanatory factor and its corresponding P-value 

(Prob>ChiSq in the table). The likelihood-ratio chi-square value is computed as two times the 

difference of the negative log-likelihood between the full model and the model without the ith  

factor Xi. 

From Table II, we find that all these six factors have large likelihood-ratio chi-square 

values and their P-values all equal 0.0000. This fact indicates that these selected factors have 

significant effect on the response variable, the tree-caused fault occurrence.  

We apply the likelihood-ratio test on the data from other six regions as well and list these 

P-values in Table III. 

 

TABLE III. THE RESULT OF LIKELIHOOD-RATIO TEST FOR SIX DIFFERENT REGIONS  

 CHPL CLEM DURH HICK LANC WINS 

CI 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

WE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

SE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0034 0.2940 0.0000 

TD 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

PD 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

NP 0.0018 0.0217 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 

The results listed in Table III, together with the outcomes from Table II, show that the 

P-values for CI, WE, TD, and PD factors are equal to 0 for all seven regions, indicating their 

statistical significance to the tree faults occurrence in all these selected regions. The other 

two factors, SE and NP, have non-zero P-values for some of the regions, but most of them are 

still less than 0.05, which is generally considered as the threshold [6]. For example, the factor 
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of SE has a P-value of 0.0001 for the data from the region of DURH, 0.0034 for the region of 

HICK, 0.2940 for the region of LANC, and zero P-values for the other four regions. These 

P-values imply that the factor of season is significant to tree-caused faults occurrence in six 

regions, but the factor of season doesn’t have as much significant effect on the response 

variable for the region of Lancaster as the other six regions. 

When we look at the data based on different regions instead of factors, we see that all the 

six explanatory variables are statistically significant to the response variable for all the 

regions except Lancaster: the P-values of these six regions are all less than 0.05, although not 

all the factors have zero P-values in the likelihood-ratio test. These low P-values work to 

reject the null hypothesis that the corresponding factor has no effect of the response. Among 

the selected factors, SE has relatively less significance on the tree-caused faults occurrence; 

however, even for SE, only one region Lancaster has a P-value of 0.2940, beyond the 0.05 

threshold. This factor is still statistically significant to the response variable for most of the 

regions. Therefore, these six selected factors are statistically significant to the occurrence of 

tree-caused faults in general. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Trees are one of the major causes of power distribution system outages. In this paper, we 

have discussed and analyzed the tree-caused faults in power distribution systems using Duke 

Energy outage data. We adopt four different measures, namely, actual measure, normalized 

measure, relative measure, and likelihood measure to extract features of tree-caused faults in 

order to gain a better understanding of their characters. In addition, whole model test and 

likelihood-ratio test in logistic regression analysis are implemented to investigate the level of 
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significance of six selected factors on the tree fault occurrence. The result indicates that each 

of these six explanatory variables is statistically significant on the response variable in 

general. 

The proposed data mining approach to power distribution outage database can provide 

quantitative and qualitative information to assist distribution engineers to develop a more 

effective fault restoration system and to design a more effective tree-caused fault prevention 

strategy. 
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A CLASSIFICATION APPROACH FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

FAULT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION 

 
Abstract - Power distribution systems play an important role in modern society. When 

distribution system outages occur, fast and proper restorations are crucial to improve the 

quality of services and customer satisfaction. Proper usages of outage root cause 

identification tools are often essential for effective outage restorations. This paper reports on 

the investigation and results of two popular classification methods: logistic regression and 

neural network applied on power distribution fault cause identification. Logistic regression is 

seldom used in power distribution fault diagnosis, while neural network has been extensively 

used in power system reliability researches. This paper discusses the practical application 

problems including data insufficiency, imbalanced data constitution, and threshold setting 

that are often faced in power distribution fault cause identification problems. Two major 

distribution fault types, tree and animal contact, are used to illustrate the characteristics and 

effectiveness of the investigated techniques. 

 

Index Terms - classification, data insufficiency, fault cause identification, imbalanced data, 

logistic regression, neural network, power distribution systems, threshold setting. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

As the retail part of utilities, power distribution systems aim at providing reliable, 

economical and safe supply of electricity to the users. However, power distribution systems 
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are geographically dispersed and under various dynamic operating environments, they can be 

significantly affected by various faults in terms of power reliability and quality of services, 

such as equipment failure, animal contacts, trees, lightning, etc. 

In order to improve system safety and reliability, power distribution management systems 

should have fast and proper response to power outages. Currently, when a power outage is 

reported to the control center by customers, a typical response is that the operators estimate 

the probable outage location based on available information and call up their operation and 

maintenance (O&M) crews to fix the problem. For safety reasons, many utilities do not 

restore the distribution system until they have found the outage cause. Sometimes the outage 

cause cannot be found in the fault location. For example, a squirrel jumped into a distribution 

transformer and shorted the phase to ground wires. However, a bird took away the dead 

squirrel body, thus the fault cause evidence could not be found anymore. The lineman needs 

to walk down the line, which can be miles, in an attempt to find the outage evidence (e.g., 

burn marks on the pole for possible lightning faults, dead animal bodies for possible animal 

faults) and to ensure everything is safe (e.g., no down distribution lines) before they 

re-energize the system. For some of the outage causes (e.g., tree fault), they may need to call 

in the control center to dispatch appropriate crews (e.g., tree crew) to remove the fallen trees 

in order to restore the system. The whole process may take tens of minutes to hours. Utilities 

have been making substantial effort to expedite the restoration procedure; for example, 

sectionalizing the feeders to quickly restore as many customers as possible on power by 

putting every subsection back once workers assure its proper working instead of restoring the 

whole section at the same time [1]. Many different methods such as Bayesian network [2], 

support vector machine [3], and current pattern matching [4] have been investigated to locate 
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the fault. 

This paper focuses on the outage root cause identification; reasonable fault cause 

estimation can provide workers useful information to narrow down the searching areas so as 

to help to expedite the restoration procedure. With good fault cause estimation, the control 

center can inform the lineman to focus on what evidence to look for. For example, if the fault 

is likely to be caused by animals, then the control center will ask the lineman to focus on 

dead animal bodies on the top of distribution transformer or the ground close to the 

distribution poles and less emphasize on burn marks on the distribution equipment that can 

be caused by lightning. The control center can also dispatch appropriate crew earlier to 

restore the system. For example, if the fault cause is estimated to be a tree cause fault, then 

the control center will prepare and ready to dispatch the tree crew to restore the system. Thus, 

a good estimate on the fault cause can significantly reduce the "trouble shooting" time, thus 

reduce the restoration time and consequently improve the system reliability. 

Power distribution fault cause identification can be viewed as a classification problem in 

that operators try to categorize the reported outage into one of the existing fault cause classes 

carefully arranged by domain experts while a typical classification problem aims to extract 

models from training data with known class labels to predict the categories of the test data of 

which the class labels are unknown. Many methods use current and voltage for fault 

classification [5], [6]. With the developing of data mining techniques, some research has 

investigated fault diagnosis using the extracted patterns from historical outage data: an 

approach using rough set theory to mine the historical fault data has been proposed in [7]. 

In this paper, a power distribution fault cause classifier (PDFCC) has been developed to 

address the fault cause identification problem in the power distribution systems. The 
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investigation and results of two classification methods: logistic regression and neural 

network applied to mine the historical outage data for power distribution fault cause 

classification are presented. A regular logistic regression is a parametric model used to 

analyze the problems with dichotomous dependent variables; it has been widely applied in 

medicine and biology areas, but not in power system fault diagnosis. On the other hand, 

neural network is a non-parametric method which has been extensively used in various 

research and application areas including power systems [8], [9]. Evaluation criteria of the 

goodness of the PDFCC include: correct classification rate (CCR), true positive rate, true 

negative rate and geometric mean. This paper discusses the practical application problems 

like data insufficiency, imbalanced data constitution, and threshold setting that are often 

faced in power distribution fault cause identification problems. Tree and animal contact, 

which are two of the top customer interruption causes for most utilities, are used in this paper 

to illustrate the characteristics and effectiveness of the investigated techniques. 

II.  POWER DISTRIBUTION FAULT DATA PREPROCESSING  

This paper uses Duke Energy power distribution outage data to illustrate the proposed 

outage root cause identification scheme. Duke Energy has a detailed Power Distribution 

Fault Data Collection System. Every time a fault current is detected in the distribution system 

as a result of the activation of protective devices (e.g. a circuit breaker, a fuse) the 

information related to that distribution fault is recorded into this database as one record entry. 

Each fault record has 33 information fields; based on Duke Energy senior distribution 

engineers’ suggestions, six of them are considered as containing most essential and 

influential information for tree caused faults and animal caused faults [10], [11] and are 
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selected to be used in this work. These six factors have been tested to be statistically 

significant influential factors [10]. These factors are circuit ID number (CI), weather 

condition (WE), season (SE), time of day (TD), number of phases affected (NP), and 

protective devices activated (PD). Each factor and their contents are represented in set 

notations; one example is:  

WE (Weather condition) = 
fair, cold, rain, wind, wind & lightning, 
lightning, hail, snow, ice, hot, storm
⎧ ⎫
⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

 

Like the factor of weather condition, most of these six input factors are non-numerical 

variables; they are transformed into numerical nominal variables so that they can be easily 

represented in the training set. For instance, fair weather is represented by number 0; cold is 

denoted as 1; and so on. The numerical data here are used as nominal values rather than 

continuous values to simply serve as a “tag” to represent the weather condition. 

In addition, the attribute cause which records the root cause of the outage is also used. It is 

entered by the crew after finding the actual outage cause during the restoration process. This 

paper uses tree caused faults and animal caused faults as prototypes; so we categorize the 

root causes into three classes: {tree caused fault (T), animal cause fault (A),  

 other causes (O)}. The PDFCC proposed in this paper will classify an outage into one of 

these three classes. 

The Duke Energy outage data consist of outage records from its thirty-two service regions 

in N. Carolina and S. Carolina ranging from 1994 to 2002. Based on domain experts’ 

suggestions, we take different geographical features and system status into account and select 

seven regions as reasonable representations of Duke Energy’s service areas: Chapel Hill 

(CHPL), Clemson (CLEM), Durham (DURH), Greenville (GREE), Hickory (HICK), 
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Lancaster (LANC) and Winston-Salem (WINS). These seven regions cover metropolitan 

areas, cities, towns, rural areas and wooded areas, and also embody both old systems and 

new systems. 

III.  CLASSIFICATION METHODS  

There are many well-established classification methods; empirical studies show that many 

algorithms have sufficiently similar accuracies such that the differences between those 

algorithms are statistically insignificant [12]. It is important for PDFCC, which aims at 

solving practical power distribution fault cause identification, to select a proper classification 

method considering the practical application issues like ease of implementation and 

computational requirements in addition to accuracy. Logistic regression and artificial neural 

network are two classification methods widely used in numerous applications; they can be 

easily and quickly implemented using several existing software or toolboxes such as SAS 

and MATLAB. In this paper, we employ these two methods to mine the historical outage 

data and extract distribution fault cause classification models from the data.  

A.  Logistic Regression  

Logistic regression is a well known statistic method to analyze problems with dichotomous 

(binary) dependent variable. The dichotomous classification problems were commonly 

analyzed by ordinary least squares linear regression which in fact often did a reasonably good 

job. However, a dichotomous dependent variable violates the normality assumption and 

homoscedasticity assumption of the linear regression model [13]. Consequently, researchers 

seek to develop alternative methods by trying to predict the probability of a case being 

classified into one category of the dependent variable as opposed to the other; for example, if 
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we only consider the animal caused fault, we want to estimate the probability of an outage 

being caused by animal contact as opposed to the probability of not being caused by animal. 

Assuming that we use 1 and 0 to represent the two possible values of the dependent variable, the 

problem can be formulated as: 

 1 1 2 2 6 6( 1)P Y a b x b x b x= = + + +  (1) 

where Y is the dependent variable (e.g. animal caused fault), , 1, 2, ,6kx k =  is an 

independent variable (e.g. CI, WE, NP, PD, SE, TD), a  and 1 2 6, , , ,b b b  are parameters to 

be identified based on the training data. 

Probability value must be between 0 and 1, but the predicted value from the independent 

variables 1 2 6, , ,x x x  in the right hand side of (1) may be less than 0 or greater than 1. In 

order to resolve this problem, the probability is transformed to odds, which refers to the ratio 

of the probability that the event will occur to the probability that the event will not occur: 

 ( 1)( 1)
( 0)

P Yodds Y
P Y

=
= =

=
 (2) 

The odds does not have a maximum value, however, it has a minimum value bounded by 

zero. The odds is always non-negative because it is the ratio of two probability values. A 

further transformation using the natural logarithm of the odds is performed. The natural 

logarithm of the odds is called logit, which can be any number between plus and minus 

infinity. 

 1 1 2 2 6 6logit( 1) ln[ ( 1)]Y odds Y x x xα β β β= = = = + + + +  (3) 

where α and 1 2 6, , ,β β β are parameters to be identified by the training data. 

The model specified in (3) is logistic regression model, its unknown coefficients α  and 
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1 2 6, , ,β β β  are estimated with maximum likelihood [13] parameter estimation method 

using the training data. 

Equation (3) can be easily solved for the probability of the observed case being in the 

category of interest as shown in (4). 

 
1 1 2 2 6 6( )

1( 1)
1 x x xP Y

e α β β β− + + + += =
+

 (4) 

When logistic regression is applied as a classification method to separate patterns between 

two classes, the unknown parameters α  and 1 2 6, , ,β β β  of the logistic regression model 

are estimated from the training data first; then the probability ( 1)P Y =  of a test case is 

calculated using (4); in the end, the class label is assigned to that test case by comparing the 

calculated probability with a predefined threshold. 

B.  Neural Network  

A neural network is a set of interconnected simple processing elements called nodes or 

neurons, where each connection has an associated weight. A neural network can exhibit 

certain behavior or achieve desired input-output mapping with specified set of weights stored 

in the connections between nodes, therefore we can train the neural network to do a particular 

job by adjusting the weights on each connection [14]. 

The processing element neurons are usually organized into series of layers. A neural 

network typically consists of three or more layers. The data are presented to the input layer 

by which the data are passed into the network. The data from input layer arrive at the 

intermediate layer or the hidden layer with the associated connection weights. The hidden 

layer takes in the weighted inputs and calculated the outputs by the hidden neurons’ transfer 

functions. The calculated outputs are fed to the next hidden layer in turn (if there are more 
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than one) or the output layer. The output layer then generates the results representing the 

mapping from the given input data. There is no clear rule to determine the number of neurons 

in each layer, which is generally done by educated trial and error. The network of which none 

of the weights are fed backward is called feed-forward neural network.  

Once the network structure has been determined, the weight of each connection in the 

network is to be learned from the training data. The most popular learning algorithms is 

back-propagation: the network connection weights are initialized to small random numbers, 

and then the inputs are propagated forward by activating the neuron transfer functions and 

calculating the outputs of each layer in turn to calculate the network output; afterwards, the 

error between the actual network output and desired response is propagated backwards to 

update the network parameters in order to minimize the error of the network prediction. 

Back-propagation iteratively processes the training samples through the input forward 

propagation and error backward propagation until a specified accuracy or specific 

terminating conditions are satisfied. 

Neural network technique has been applied to many different areas, such as pattern 

recognition and classification. When a neural network is used as a classification technique; 

its operation involves two steps: learning and recall. In the learning phase, all the weights in 

the network are adjusted to adapt to the patterns of the training data in accordance with the 

learning algorithm; in the recall phase, the network produces responses of the inputted test 

data based on learned network parameters.  

IV.  POWER DISTRIBUTION FAULT CAUSE CLASSIFIER (PDFCC) 

The flowchart of the Power Distribution Fault Cause Classifier (PDFCC) developed in this 
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paper for power distribution fault cause identification is shown in Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1. The flow chart of Power Distribution Fault Cause Classifier 

 

Since we consider two fault causes in this paper, the PDFCC consists of two parallel 

branches. These two branches are identical in terms of structure and operating mechanism, 

but they work on different fault causes: branch A classifies the input fault as either an animal 

or non-animal fault, while branch T simultaneously works on tree faults. If we consider N 

fault causes, then we will have N parallel branches. The outputs from two individual 

branches are mediated by the decision fusion module when conflict happens; it will be 

discussed in a later section. 

A.  System Inputs  

The input data to PDFCC consist of the six selected information factors introduced in 
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section II: 

{ }1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , ) | , , , , ,x x x x x x x CI x WE x SE x TD x NP x PD= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈X  

B.  Data Preprocessor (Animal/Tree) 

Four statistical measures have been proposed in [11] to examine the outage data from 

different perspectives. Likelihood measure, one of the developed measures, indicates the 

probability that an outage is caused by a specific fault under a specified condition. This 

measure can be expressed as: 

 ,
,

i j
i j

j

N
L

N
=  (5) 

where Li,j is the likelihood measure of fault i given event j, Ni,j is the number of outages 

caused by fault i under event j , Nj is the total number of outages under event j. 

For example, if i indicates tree caused fault and j indicates icy weather condition, then the 

likelihood measure Li,j shows the conditional probability of the observed outage being caused 

by tree given icy weather condition. Likelihood measure can provide useful information for 

fault cause identification so it is logically used as the inputs to the classification methods for 

outage cause identification. Equation (5) indicates that likelihood measure is related to both 

fault type and event; the likelihood measure for tree caused faults and that for animal caused 

faults are different even given the same event. Thus, we need utilize two branches to deal 

with two fault types respectively. 

The data preprocessor modules in both branches take in the input X, calculate the 

corresponding likelihood measures Li,j with respect to different fault causes and then pass Li,j 

to the classification modules. 
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C.  Classification Module (Animal/Tree) 

We use logistic regression and neural network in this module in order to compare these 

two popular classification techniques for power distribution fault cause identification under 

the same environments. Both methods implement a mapping from the likelihood measures 

Li,j as defined in (5) to a probability value Pi 

 ,: i j if L P→  (6) 

   1)  Logistic regression 

For the branch of fault i, { , }i animal tree∈ , the likelihood measures Li,j from corresponding 

classification module are the independent variables of the logistic regression model, and the 

probability Pi is the dependent variable. 

   2)  Neural network 

The inputs and output are in correspondence with the independent variables and dependent 

variable of logistic regression model. A three layer feed-forward network with one hidden 

layer of 40 nodes is used in this work (which has been chosen through extensive simulation 

of different numbers of hidden nodes.) Five-fold cross-validation is used to prevent 

overfitting. 

D.  Optimal Threshold Value Calculation (Animal/Tree) 

The output of the classification module Pi is the probability of the observed input data X 

being caused by fault i; in order to categorize the observed outage into one class or the other, 

a threshold is needed. With the selected threshold iζ  and calculated probability Pi from the 

classification module, a class label can be generated: animal caused fault or non-animal 

caused for branch A, tree caused fault or non-tree caused for branch T and mathematically 
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represented as: 

 
1,
0,

i i
i

i i

P
C

P
ζ
ζ

≥⎧
= ⎨ <⎩

 (7) 

where Ci is the class label, “1” stands for the outage is caused by fault i, while “0” stands for 

the outage is not caused by fault i. 

Usually the threshold iζ  is set as 0.5 (for 0 1iP≤ ≤ ) for an ideal case (e.g. plenty of data 

and they are all independent and identically distributed). However, the outage data used are 

imbalanced: the average proportion of tree caused faults is only 23.6% and animal caused 

faults is 13.2%, while other faults account as much as 63.2%, therefore we adjusted iζ  to an 

optimal value rather than use the fixed value of 0.5 to compensate the asymmetry of the 

sample composition in the data in order to maximize the correct classification rate as shown 

in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2. Threshold selection for imbalanced data 

 

Fig. 2 shows an example of the distributions of the calculated Ptree for both tree caused and 

non-tree caused faults, represented by ft and fn-t respectively. Note that these two curves ft and 
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fn-t are asymmetric. The area under curve fn-t, denoted as Sn-t, shows the number of non-tree 

caused faults and the area under curve ft, denoted as St, indicates the number of tree caused 

faults. Lines ζ =a=0.50 and ζ =b=0.55 are the thresholds (decision lines): all the cases with 

, { , }treeP a bζ ζ≥ ∈  are categorized as tree faults and all the cases with treeP ζ<  are 

classified as non-tree faults. We want to maximize , in t PS ζ− <  and , it PS ζ≥ , and minimize 

, it PS ζ<  and , in t PS ζ− ≥  by selecting an optimal threshold; obviously threshold b which passes 

the intersection of ft and fn-t is the optimal one. 

When the threshold value increases from 0 to 1, , it PS ζ<  keeps increasing, while , in t PS ζ− ≥  

always decreases; it indicates the misclassification of tree caused faults is always increasing 

and the misclassification rate of non-tree caused fault is decreasing. It is obvious to see from 

Fig.2 that the decrease of  , in t PS ζ− ≥  is much faster than the increase of , it PS ζ<  before the 

threshold reaches the intersection of two lines, and the other way round after the intersection; 

therefore, the overall correct classification rate goes up to a maximum point first and then 

goes down as shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig.3. Correct classification rate curve with different threshold settings 
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Fig.3 shows the CCR of tree caused fault data in Lancaster region. The peak value of CCR 

is 0.7887 achieved by a threshold value about 0.55. When the threshold is 0.5, the CCR is 

0.7869. When the threshold is 0, all outages are classified as tree caused faults, which 

account for about 30% of the total outages, so the CCR is only about 0.3. When the threshold 

is 1, every single outage is classified as non-tree caused fault, accounting for about 70% of 

the total outages, so the CCR is about 0.7. 

Fig.4. shows the sensitivity of CCR ( CCR CCRSensitivity
threshold threshold
∂ Δ

= ≅
∂ Δ

) at different 

threshold values. When the threshold is selected around 0.55 (the optimal point), the 

sensitivity is close to 0, which indicates the classification performance is relatively not 

sensitive to the perturbation in the selected threshold value. When the threshold is selected 

faraway from the optimal point, say, 0.1, a small change in the threshold value will cause a 

large change in the overall classification accuracy. 
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Fig.4. Sensitivity of CCR to different threshold values 

E.  Decision Fusion 

Each branch only considers the patterns associated with either tree or animal caused fault 
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and provides the estimation whether the inputted outage is caused by its designated fault 

cause, tree or animal. When the estimations from two branches are consistent with each other, 

this decision fusion module simply combines the classification decisions from two branches 

as the final output. However, conflicting results do happen occasionally. For example, branch 

A claims that the input fault is caused by animal while branch T claims it as tree caused fault 

as well. When conflict occurs, this module makes a final classification decision by 

comparing the distances from the probability Pi to the threshold iζ  for both branches: the 

farther Pi is from iζ , the more likely that fault is caused by cause i. Since both ranges of the 

probability value Pi for two branches are 1, we can directly compare the difference of Pi and 

iζ  without normalization. For example, if | | | |i i j jP Pζ ζ− > − , { }, ,i j animal tree∈ , i j≠ , 

then the fault cause is categorized in class i. 

F.  System Outputs  

The output of PDFCC indicates the cause type of the observed 

outage: { | { ( ), ( ), ( )}}Y y y animal A tree T others O= ∈ . The decisions are summarized in Table 

I. 

TABLE I. PDFCC DECISION TABLE 

Canimal Ctree y 

0 0 Others (O) 

0 1 Tree (T) 

1 0 Animal (A) 

 

1 

 

1 

,| | | |
,| | | |

tree tree animal animal

animal animal tree tree

T P P
A P P

ζ ζ
ζ ζ

− > −⎧
⎨ − > −⎩
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V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The PDFCC uses outage data of seven selected Duke Energy’s service regions from 1994 

to 2002. The data for each region are divided into training data and test data: 3/4 of the 

outage data for each region are randomly selected as training data and the rest 1/4 of data are 

used as test data. As an example, Clemson has 8376 valid outage records, 6282 of them are 

training data and the rest 2094 records are test data. 

A.  Performance Measures  

A straightforward way to measure the overall accuracy of a classifier is to test how many 

of the inputs are correctly classified into the corresponding categories, denoted by correct 

classification rate (CCR). However, it is usually insufficient by simply observing CCR, 

especially when the data are imbalanced. For example, if a data set is composed of two 

classes, class M constitutes 95% of the data, while only 5% of the data are from class N, then 

a classifier that predicts every case as the majority class M can still achieve a very high 

overall accuracy (95%). As mentioned in section IV, the power distribution outage data used 

are imbalanced in terms of both tree-caused faults and animal-caused faults. Therefore, true 

positive rate Acc+ , true negative rate Acc− , and geometric mean g-mean are further used to 

evaluate the performance of the techniques on the imbalanced data. These metrics are 

developed from confusion matrix as shown in table II (assuming the animal/tree caused faults 

are positive class and non-animal/non-tree faults as negative class): 
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TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX. 

 Predicted Positive Class Predicted Negative Class 

Actual Positive Class True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 

Actual Negative Class False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 

 

Tree positive rate ( )( ) /Acc TP TP FN+ = + indicates how many of the animal/tree caused 

faults are correctly classified; true negative rate ( )( ) /Acc TN TN FP− = +  shows how many 

of the non-animal /non-tree caused faults are correctly classified. Kubat et al. propose the 

geometric mean of accuracies Acc Acc+ −= ×  in [15] for imbalanced data sets. The basic 

idea behind g-mean is to maximize the accuracy on both classes; it is high when both Acc+  

and Acc−  are large and the difference between Acc+  and Acc−  is small. Geometric mean 

punishes big disparities between accuracies of classifying animal/tree caused faults and 

non-animal/non-tree caused faults. 

B.  Results  

As discussed in section IV.E, the decision fusion module is to handle conflicting cases 

between two branches; in practice, only few conflicts occur (less than 0.1% of all the data 

encountered). We compare the performance for two individual branches instead of the overall 

PDFCC performance in order to provide detailed interpretation of the results which are 

shown in table III and IV.  
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TABLE III. CCR FOR ANIMAL FAULT CLASSIFIER WITH LOGISTIC REGRESSION (LR) AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 

NETWORK (ANN) 

 LR ANN 

region Training data Test data Training data Test data 

CHPL 0.9028 0.8978 0.9158 0.9032 

CLEM 0.8603 0.8621 0.8697 0.8687 

DURH 0.9242 0.9227 0.9330 0.9288 

GREE 0.8829 0.8848 0.8944 0.8924 

HICK 0.8846 0.8787 0.8927 0.8828 

LANC 0.9348 0.9366 0.9385 0.9363 

WINS 0.9048 0.9014 0.9099 0.9023 

 

TABLE IV. CCR FOR TREE FAULT CLASSIFIER WITH LOGISTIC REGRESSION (LR) AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 

NETWORK (ANN) 

 LR ANN 

region Training data Test data Training data Test data 

CHPL 0.8171 0.8098 0.8346 0.8172 

CLEM 0.7791 0.7770 0.7950 0.7859 

DURH 0.8486 0.8491 0.8630 0.8464 

GREE 0.7877 0.7860 0.8004 0.7884 

HICK 0.8367 0.8397 0.8525 0.8474 

LANC 0.7950 0.7864 0.8106 0.7938 

WINS 0.8346 0.8383 0.8455 0.8380 

 

Both table III and IV show that logistic regression and neural network have similar 

performance in terms of the overall accuracy (CCR) for both animal caused fault and tree 
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caused fault in all of seven selected service regions; neural network has slightly higher 

accuracy though. From table III, the largest difference between the performance of neural 

network and logistic regression on animal caused faults identification is 0.0131 for training 

data and only 0.0076 for test data. From table IV, the largest difference between the 

performance of these two methods on tree caused faults is 0.015 for training data and only 

0.0089 for test data. The difference between these two techniques is such tiny that they are 

statistically insignificant. Besides, the difference of CCR between training data and test data 

is also very small, which indicates neither of the methods overfits the training data: the 

largest difference that logistic regression get on animal faults is just 0.0059, on tree faults is 

0.127; while the largest difference that neural network get on animal faults is only 0.0086, on 

tree faults is 0.0174. 

We further use animal fault classifier to illustrate true positive rate, true negative rate, and 

geometric mean as shown in Fig.5-7 respectively.  
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Fig.5. True positive rate comparison 
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Fig.6. True negative rate comparison 

 

The true positive rate indicates the performance of two techniques on classifying the 

tree/animal faults. As shown in Fig.5, neural network has better performance on this task: 

neural network outperforms the logistic regression in all of the regions for training data and 

in five out of seven regions on test data. The largest difference between two techniques is as 

large as 14.4% on training data and 11.8% on test data.  Fig.6 shows the true negative rate 

achieved by logistic regression and neural network. Different from the case shown in Fig. 5 

that neural network generally has higher true positive rate on both training data and test data, 

neither of these two methods shows obvious predominance; the largest difference between 

them is only 1.6% on training data and 2.1% on test data, both advantages are gained by 

logistic regression in the region of CLEM. 
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Fig.7. G-mean comparison 

 

The imbalanced data typically cause the classifier to be biased towards the majority class 

(non-tree/non-animal fault), so as to have a low error rate for the majority class and get an 

unacceptable error rate for the minority class (tree/animal fault). Thus, we want to maximize 

the g-mean which indicates the performance of PDFCC on classifying both fault causes. 

Fig.7 indicates that neural network outperform logistic regression in most of the regions, the 

advantage is as large as 0.114 on training data and 0.091 on test data, both occur in the region 

of DURH. 

With the comparisons, neural network and logistic regression have close overall 

classification accuracies. However, neural network achieves higher accuracy on classifying 

animal caused faults than logistic regression does, and has similar performance on classifying 

non-animal caused faults to logistic regression’s. Considering the animal fault is the minority 

class in our data and the non-animal fault is the majority, logistic regression is relatively 

biased towards the majority data due to the imbalanced data constitution and results a relative 

worse accuracy for the minority class, which increases the disparities between accuracies of 
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classifying two classes and then affects the g-mean. 

C.  Discussions  

The Duke Energy outage data are used in this work; in fact, the actual distribution outage 

data in most utilities are very noisy. The potential data quality problems (caused by the noise) 

include inconsistent data entries, inaccurate data entries, incomplete data entries, and 

insufficient input factors to distinguish two different types of faults. In our previous results 

reported in [14], we have filtered out all the noises such as conflicting data, mis-entry, rare 

events (e.g., hurricane), etc. in order to focus on the technology development. As a result, we 

could achieve estimation accuracy about 98% on animal caused fault in Durham region. In 

order to better reflect the real-world scenarios, we only filtered out the rare event data in this 

work, while left all other data (including conflicting data and inaccurate data, etc.) in the 

database. We achieved 93% estimation accuracy on animal caused fault in Durham region, 

which is comparable to an experienced power distribution engineer's best estimate on the 

fault cause identification. 

The probability Pi we are expecting from the classification module of PDFCC can be 

actually expressed as 1 2 3 4 5 6( | )P y i x x x x x x= ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ , where y denotes the power 

distribution fault cause, { },i animal tree∈ , while , 1, 2,...,6kx k =  are the influential factors: 

CI, WE, NP, PD, SE, TD. A straightforward way is to calculate this conditional probability 

directly from the historical data and then apply the calculated result on the test data. This 

approach will work provided that enough data are available to calculate a statistically 

representative conditional probability Pi given different event combinations 

1 2 3 4 5 6( )x x x x x x∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ . In our outage data, x1(CI) has at least 30 circuit ID numbers 
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included, this number differs from one region to another, x2(WE) includes 11 weather 

conditions, x3(PD) consists of 10 categories, x4(SE), x5(TD) and x6 (NP) all have 4 possible 

events, so we need at least 211,200 data samples to cover every single possible combination 

of different events, not to mention statistically representative probabilities calculation. 

However, the region with most outage records from these seven selected regions only 

includes less than 40,000 outage data. So we will get a lot of zero probabilities and 

non-representative conditional probabilities because of data shortage when using this 

approach. Alternatives such as approximate reasoning [16] has been investigated; in this 

paper, we calculate the likelihood measure L, which is the statistically representative 

conditional probability with respect to individual influential factor , 1, 2,...,6kx k =  and then 

apply classification methods to implement the mapping from L to desired Pi. This method 

successfully overcomes the difficulties due to data shortage and achieves satisfying results.  

As mentioned in the introduction section, a regular logistic regression is a parametric 

model that seldom used in power system fault diagnosis, while neural network is a 

non-parametric method which has been extensively used in power systems. Logistic 

regression as a conventional statistical method has formalized models to exhibit the nonlinear 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables, while artificial neural network 

can increase its flexibility by including hidden layers, which is often regarded as a substantial 

advantage of neural networks [17]. As seen from the results of PDFCC, neural network can 

achieve higher balanced accuracy than logistic regression does. Both methods can be easily 

implemented by existing software, however, neural network requires relatively long training 

time, cross-validation requires even longer computational time, while logistic regression is a 

much quicker method. 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS  

Power distribution faults significantly affect the reliability and availability of the services 

provided by utilities; fast and proper outage restorations are essential to improve the quality 

of services and customer satisfaction. In this paper, we have developed a power distribution 

fault cause classifier (PDFCC) to demonstrate the application of classification methods, 

logistic regression and neural network, on the Duke Energy outage data for fault cause 

identification. Two major distribution fault types, tree and animal contact, are used as 

prototypes and four metrics, correct classification rate, true positive rate, true negative rate 

and geometric mean, are employed to measure the performance with two techniques. This 

paper investigated some practical issues often faced in power distribution fault cause 

identification such as insufficient data and imbalanced data constitution, and threshold setting. 

The advantages and disadvantages of two techniques under these practical issues are also 

discussed. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION FAULT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION WITH 

IMBALANCED DATA USING THE DATA MINING BASED FUZZY 

CLASSIFICATION E-ALGORITHM 

 

Abstract - Power distribution systems have been significantly affected by many outage 

causing events. Good fault cause identification can help expedite the restoration procedure 

and improve the system reliability. However, the data imbalance issue in many real-world 

data sets often degrades the fault cause identification performance. In this paper, E-algorithm, 

which is extended from the fuzzy classification algorithm by Ishibuchi et al. to alleviate the 

effect of imbalanced data constitution, is applied to Duke Energy outage data for distribution 

fault cause identification. Three major outage causes (tree, animal, and lightning) are used as 

prototypes. The performance of E-algorithm on real-world imbalanced data is compared with 

Artificial Neural Network. The results show that E-algorithm can greatly improve the 

performance when the data are imbalanced. 

 

Index Terms - data imbalance, data mining, fault cause identification, fuzzy classification, 

g-mean, neural network, power distribution systems 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Power distribution systems are one vital lifeline of the modern society for maintaining 

adequate and reliable flows of energy. The geographically dispersed power distribution 
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systems are under various dynamic operating environments; they have been significantly 

affected by various outage causing events such as equipment failures, animal contacts, trees, 

lightning strikes, etc. It is important to diagnose the faults and restore the systems in a timely 

manner in order to maintain their vitality. 

In order to enhance the reliability as well as the availability of power distribution systems, 

their management systems need to have proper and speedy responses to outages. However, 

many utilities, for safety reasons, do not restore the faulty sections until they have found the 

outage causes. The whole restoration process may take from tens of minutes to hours. 

Linemen may often need to walk along the power distribution lines which can be miles in an 

attempt to find the outage evidences (e.g., burn marks on the pole for possible lightning faults, 

dead animal bodies for possible animal faults) and to ensure safety (e.g., no down 

distribution lines) prior to re-energizing the system. Sometimes, linemen need to call the 

dispatch center for appropriate crews to execute specific advanced tasks. For instance, tree 

crews may be requested to remove fallen trees in order to restore the system. 

Many different methods have been investigated to locate the fault [1], [2]; on the other 

hand, effective fault cause identification can also provide valuable information to narrow 

down the areas that has to be searched so as to speed up the restoration and improve the 

system reliability and availability. For example, the dispatch center can inform the linemen to 

focus on certain types of outage causes or even dispatch appropriate crews earlier to restore 

the system. Power distribution systems fault cause identification can be viewed as a 

classification problem in the sense that operators try to categorize a reported outage into one 

of the existing fault cause classes which have been carefully arranged by domain experts. 

Various works make use of the measured currents and voltages to gain fault cause 
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information [3], [4]. With the development of data mining techniques, a large number of 

researches have studied the applications of data mining approaches to power systems [5], [6], 

some researches [7], [8] have utilized the historical power distribution outage data (which 

usually contain additional information such as environmental factors) to extract fault patterns. 

However, many real-world outage data are imbalanced [9], i.e., at least one of the classes 

significantly outnumbers other classes. Since most commonly used classification methods 

aim to minimize the overall error rate, imbalanced data may cause a biased classification 

performance [10]: a high accuracy on the majority class but a very low accuracy on the 

minority class. 

E-algorithm has been extended from the fuzzy classification algorithm proposed by 

Ishibuchi et al [11] to alleviate the effect of data imbalance [12]. In this paper, E-algorithm is 

applied to Duke Energy distribution outage data to illustrate its effectiveness for power 

distribution system fault cause identification with imbalanced data. Three top customer 

interruption causes in Duke Energy (and in most utilities [13]) are used as prototypes: tree, 

animal contact, and lightning strike; the data constitution is imbalanced with respect to each 

prototyping fault cause. The performance of E-algorithm is compared with Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) which has been studied in our previous works [14], [15] and extensively 

applied in power systems studies [16], [17]. 

Section 2 introduces the data mining based fuzzy classification E-algorithm. Section 3 

briefly describes power distribution fault cause identification using Duke Energy outage data. 

Section 4 presents the performance of E-algorithm on fault cause identification and compares 

it with that of ANN. 
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II.  E-ALGORITHM 

Ishibuchi et al. have proposed an elegant fuzzy classification algorithm which 

demonstrates great capabilities to classify well-preprocessed data sets (e.g., little data noises, 

balanced data, and no outliers); however it may not achieve a comparably good performance 

on imbalanced data. Its modification and extension, E-algorithm, is able to effectively 

alleviate the influence of data imbalance. 

A.  Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Rules 

A fuzzy classification system has two key elements: fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules. A fuzzy set 

can be fully defined by its membership function. Fuzzy rules offer human-like reasoning 

capabilities and provide transparent inference mechanisms. 

Fuzzy rules are usually expressed as an if-then form. Assuming a fuzzy classification 

system with K rules, m inputs, and n outputs (in this paper we only consider the case with 

single output attribute, so n=1), the kth rule is expressed as: 

1 1, ,:   is   AND AND  is  ,    is k k m m k kR IF x A x A THEN y B… ,            (8) 

where k=1,…,K, Ai,k, i=1,…,m, is the fuzzy set for input attribute xi in rule Rk, and Bk is the 

fuzzy set for output attribute y in rule Rk. Fuzzy rules can also be expressed in vector forms:  

k kB⇒A , where 1, ,( , , )k k m kA A=A .                       (9) 

The determination of both fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy rules usually require 

sufficient domain knowledge from experts. It can be a challenging task to develop a good 

fuzzy classification system without adequate domain knowledge. However, E-algorithm 

extracts both fuzzy set membership functions and fuzzy rules from data by utilizing the 

statistical information revealed by the normalized fuzzy versions of data mining measures 
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support and confidence so that an effective fuzzy classification system can be developed 

even in short of domain knowledge [12]. 

B.  Support and Confidence 

The association analysis in data mining discovers meaningful relationships among 

attributes in the form of association rules Y⇒X  [18] (only one consequent attribute is 

considered in this paper). Association rules have the same format as fuzzy rules; they 

indicate that the data satisfying the antecedent part X are also likely to satisfy the consequent 

part Y.  

Support measures how often the antecedent attributes Xk (k=1,…,K, K is the number of 

association rules) and the consequent attribute Yk occur together. Confidence measures how 

likely it is that the consequent attribute Yk occurs when the antecedent attributes Xk have 

occurred. 

( ) ( )k k k ksupport Y P Y⇒ = ∩X X ,                       (10) 

( )( ) ( | )
( )
k k

k k k k
k

P Yconfidence Y P Y
P

∩
⇒ = =

XX X
X

,                 (11) 

where ( )P ⋅  is the probability operator. 

These two measures are extended into fuzzy versions using the compatibility grade of a 

data sample with a rule. The compatibility grade [19] of xl with the kth rule is denoted as 

( )
k lμA x : 

1, ,1, ,( ) ( ) ( )
k k m kl A l A m lx xμ μ μ= × ×A x ,                     (12) 

where xl=(x1,l,…,xm,l) is the lth data sample, l=1,…,N, where N is the total number of data 

samples, m is the number of attributes in each data sample, 
, ,( )

i kA i lxμ , i=1,…,m, represents 
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the membership of the attribute xi,l in relation to the antecedent fuzzy set Ai,k of the rule Rk 

The normalized fuzzy version of support, ( )k ks B⇒A , is defined as the ratio of the 

normalized sum of the compatibility grades of class Bk data with the kth rule to the number of 

data samples: 

( )

/
( )

k

k

k

l
l B

B
k k

N N
s B

N

μ
∈

⇒ =

∑ A x

A .                        (13) 

The normalized fuzzy version of confidence, ( )k kc B⇒A , is defined as the percentage of 

the normalized sum of compatibility grades of class Bk data with the kth rule to the sum of 

compatibility grades of all data samples with the kth rule: 

1
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( )
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∑
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x
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x

.                       (14) 

C.  Membership Functions 

Since the appropriate fuzzy set partitions for each attribute is unknown apriori, E-algorithm 

simultaneously uses four fuzzy set partitions for each attribute, as shown in Fig.1. As a result, 

each antecedent attribute is initially associated with 14 fuzzy sets generated by these four 

partitions as well as a special “don’t care” set (i.e., 15 in total).  
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Fig.1. Four fuzzy partitions for each attribute membership function 

 

This approach can help define fuzzy membership functions for the problems lack of domain 

knowledge, with the trade-off of increasing the computational demand though. 

D.  Fuzzy Rules 

E-algorithm firstly enumerates all the possible combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets and 

then assigns each combination a consequent part to generate a rule; all these rules form an 

initial rule population. Since each antecedent attribute corresponds to 15 possible fuzzy sets; 

the total number of possible combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets for m attributes is 15m, 

which increases exponentially with m. In order to reduce the computational demand, only the 

rules with less than or equal to three antecedent attributes are generated in this paper; it is 

also a common practice in Ishibuchi et al.’s work [11]. As shown in (12), the compatibility 

grade is the product of several membership values. Since membership values are always no 

larger than one, the longer the rule is, the more membership values are included to calculate 

the compatibility grade of a data sample with the rule, and then the smaller the compatibility 

grade usually is. Thus, only short rules are logically included to reduce the computing 

requirement while keep the reasonable performance. 
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Each antecedent fuzzy sets combination corresponds to one fuzzy rule once its 

consequence is specified. The consequence is determined by (15): the class that gets the 

maximum confidence value given the antecedent fuzzy sets combination kA  is assigned as 

the rule consequence: 

 {1,2, , }arg max (  )k p M kB c class p∈= ⇒A ,                   (15) 

where M is the total number of classes. 

E-algorithm further assigns each rule a certainty grade CFk as the rule weight. The certainty 

grade is the difference between the maximum confidence value and the second largest 

confidence value csec given Ak: 

sec( )k k kCF c B c= ⇒ −A ,                        (16) 

where sec {1,2, , };max (  )q M q p kc c A class q∈ ≠= ⇒ . 

Using the product of ( )k ks B⇒A  and ( )k kc B⇒A  as the measure, a user-defined 

number Ns rules for each class are chosen by trial and error from the initial rule population 

(in this paper Ns=30). These winning rules form the fuzzy classification rule base S extracted 

from the data and are responsible to make decisions in classification tasks. 

E.  Fuzzy Classification 

When implementing fuzzy classification tasks on test data, the single winner rule method 

[19] is employed. For any test data xr, the single winner rule method chooses from the fuzzy 

classification rule base S a rule that yields the maximum product of the compatibility grade 

with the test data ( )
kA rμ x  and the certainty grade CFk. This winner rule determines the class 

that xr belongs to. 
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III.  POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FAULT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION  

A.  Data Selection 

In this paper, Duke Energy distribution outage data are used to illustrate the fault cause 

identification. Every time an outage in Duke Energy distribution systems is detected as a 

result of the activation of protective devices (e.g. a circuit breaker, a fuse); the relative 

information is recorded into the data collection system. Each outage record consists of 

thirty-three information fields, of which six are considered as the most essential and 

influential factors based on the suggestions from Duke Energy senior distribution engineers 

and statistical significance test [20]. These six fields are: circuit ID, weather, season, time of 

day, phases affected, and protective devices activated. The attribute cause entered by the 

crew during the restoration process records the actual root cause of the outage; it is used as 

the class label. Three major customer interruption causes (tree, animal contact, and lightning 

strike) are used in this paper for illustration purposes. 

Based on domain experts’ suggestions and considerations of different geographical 

features and system status, seven of Duke Energy’s thirty-two service regions in North 

Carolina and South Carolina are selected as reasonable service area representations: Chapel 

Hill (CH), Clemson (CS), Durham (DH), Greenville (GV), Hickory (HC), Lancaster (LC) and 

Winston-Salem (WS). These seven regions cover metropolitan areas, cities, towns, rural areas, 

and wooded areas; these regions also embody both old systems and new systems. 

B.  Fault Cause Identification Scheme 

All the six selected factors are categorical variables as shown in Table I. The categorical 

variables are transformed into numerical variables using the likelihood measure [21] so that 
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they can be used in the E-algorithm which requires numerical inputs in order to determine 

attributes’ fuzzy memberships in relation to different antecedent fuzzy sets 

 

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF ELEMENTS OF EACH INFLUENTIAL FACTOR 

Circuit ID all the circuit identification numbers under consideration, e.g., 19031208 

Weather fair, cold, rain, wind, wind & lightning, lightning, hail, snow, ice, hot 

Season spring, summer, fall, winter 

Time of day midnight, morning, afternoon, evening 

Phases Affected X, Y, Z, XY, XZ, YZ, XYZ, no info 

Protective Device Activated Transmission Device, Station Circuit Breaker, Line Recloser, Primary Fuse, 

Transformer Fuse, Transformer CSP, Panel Base, SEC/SVC Self Clearing, 

Manual Device, Primary Self Clearing 

 

The likelihood measure as shown in (17) represents the conditional probability of the 

occurring of an outage caused by a specific fault given a certain condition (e.g., the 

likelihood of an observed outage caused by tree given icy weather condition): 

,
,

i j
i j

j

N
L

N
= ,                            (17) 

where i refers to fault cause (e.g., tree, lightning), j refers to fault related event or condition 

(e.g. windy weather, fuse activated), Ni,j is the number of outages caused by fault i under 

condition j, Nj is the number of outages under condition j, and Li,j is the likelihood measure of 

fault i given condition j. 

The likelihood measure can provide useful information for fault cause identification; it is 

logically used as the inputs to E-algorithm. However, the likelihood measure depends on 

both fault type i and influential condition j; the same data are mapped to different sets of 
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likelihood measures for different fault causes even under the same influential condition. It 

means that the likelihood measures change along with fault causes. As a result, the power 

distribution fault cause identification scheme shown in Fig.2 consists of three identical 

branches in parallel: the tree branch, the animal branch, and the lightning branch. Each 

branch identifies its designated fault cause. It can be expanded to identify more fault causes. 

 

Fig.2. The power distribution fault cause identification schematic diagram 

 

Within each branch, the outage data are firstly transformed by the likelihood calculation 

module. The generated likelihood measures are then passed to the classification module, 

where E-algorithm is applied to determine the class of the inputted outages. Since each 

branch is only responsible for its designated fault cause, it faces a binary classification task. 

For instance, the tree branch categorizes the cause of an inputted outage as either tree or 

nontree, which can be animal contact, lightning strike, or others. The number of the outages 

by one particular fault cause may only account for a small percentage of the total outages due 

to the diversity of fault causes (the proportions of tree-caused faults, animal-caused faults, 

and lightning-caused faults are shown in Table II). Thus, the classifiers always face 
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imbalanced data classification tasks. 

The decision fusion module combines the results from different branches into a final 

classification decision. When different branches reach consistent outage cause estimations, 

the decision fusion model can make a straightforward decision. When conflicting results 

happen occasionally, this module compares the compatibility grades of the test data with the 

winner rule from each branch chosen by the single winner rule method to determine the 

outage cause.  

IV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The Duke Energy outage data from 1994 to 2002 are used in this paper. In each 

representative region, the data are divided into training data and test data by year: the outage 

data from 1994 to 1999 are used as the training set, and the remaining data (2000-2002) form 

the test set. 

Table II shows proportions of tree-caused, animal-caused, and lightning-caused faults in 

each region. Lightning-caused faults account for an average proportion of 9.97% in training 

data and 4.36% in test data. The region of DH only has 1.89% lightning-caused faults in its 

test dataset. Animal-caused faults have an average proportion of 15.25% in training data and 

14.83% in test data. Tree-caused fault is one of the largest outage categories: tree-caused 

faults have an average proportion of 25.52% in training data and 28.88% in test data. 

Comparing with the lightning fault and animal fault, it is relatively balanced between 

tree-caused outage and nontree-caused outage. 
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TABLE II. PROPORTIONS OF TREE-CAUSED, ANIMAL-CAUSED, AND LIGHTNING-CAUSED FAULTS IN DIFFERENCE 

REGIONS 

 Training Data Test Data 

 Lightning 

(%) 

Animal 

(%) 

Tree 

(%) 

Lightning 

(%) 

Animal 

(%) 

Tree 

(%) 

CH 7.31 15.35 29.58 5.71 14.58 31.18 

CS 9.85 22.66 30.82 4.46 22.56 34.58 

DH 6.34 11.69 22.14 1.89 9.67 23.58 

GV 11.10 18.53 27.87 2.93 16.87 30.65 

HC 15.50 16.86 19.26 2.87 18.14 24.41 

LC 10.13 8.70 27.32 2.92 7.46 35.89 

WS 9.53 12.94 21.66 9.72 14.53 21.90 

 

The performance of E-algorithm for outage cause identification is compared with a 

three-layer feed-forward ANN using back-propagation algorithm as investigated in our 

previous works. The ANN-based fault cause identification employs the same scheme as the 

one in Fig.2. Due to its randomness property, ANN is run 30 times for each case in order to 

generate statistically representative results. In this paper, only the results from individual 

branches are presented in order to demonstrate the performance of two methods on 

imbalanced data. 

A.  Performance Measure 

When the data are imbalanced, the conventional performance measure of the overall 

classification accuracy can be misleading. Take a two-class imbalanced data set Q as an 

example. Assume that 95% of the data are from the majority class R, while only 5% of the 
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data are from the minority class T. If a classifier blindly categorizes every case into class R, it 

can still achieve an overall accuracy as high as 95% without even processing the data, which 

is certainly undesirable. Kubat et al. has proposed the g-mean [22] to evaluate the 

classification performance on imbalanced data sets. The g-mean is developed from confusion 

matrix as shown in Table III (assuming the tree/animal/lightning faults are positive classes 

and nontree/nonanimal/nonlightning faults as negative classes). 

The true positive rate ( /( )Acc TP TP FN+ = + ) indicates the classification accuracy of the 

positive class; while the true negative rate ( /( )Acc TN TN FP− = + ) indicates the 

classification accuracy of the negative class. The g-mean examines classification accuracies 

on both positive and negative classes and punishes large disparities between them; it is 

mathematically described as: 

g-mean Acc Acc+ −= × .                       (18) 

 

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX 

 Predicted Positive Class Predicted Negative Class 

Actual Positive Class True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 

Actual Negative Class False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 

 

The basic idea behind the g-mean is to maximize the accuracies on both classes: the 

g-mean is large when both Acc+  and Acc−  are large and the difference between Acc+  

and Acc−  is small, i.e., the classification accuracies on both positive and negative classes 

are high and there is no large disparity between them, which represents a balanced 

performance. 
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B.  Results 

The g-means achieved by E-algorithm and ANN on test data for lightning/animal/tree fault 

are presented in Fig.3/Fig.4/Fig.5, respectively. The performance of ANN is based on its 

30-run results: the height of the vertical bars in the figures represents the mean value and the 

“whisker” represents its 95% confidence intervals. E-algorithm has deterministic results once 

Ns, the number of rules to be included in the fuzzy classification rule base S, has been 

decided, so only the actual value is presented as the height of the corresponding vertical bar. 

The region names have been defined in section III.A. 

One-sample tests of hypothesis are also performed on the experimental data to determine 

whether E-algorithm provides higher g-means statistically than ANN does. That is:  

g-mean =g-meanANN E  (the null hypothesis)                       (19) 

is tested against:  

g-mean <g-meanANN E  (the alternative hypothesis).                  (20) 

The decision is made based on P-values of the tests which shows the probability of 

obtaining the existing experimental data given the null hypothesis [23]; so a low P-value 

leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis. The commonly used level of significance 0.95 is 

chosen in this work; so a P-value under 0.05 will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the 

alternative hypothesis. Table IV presents the P-values of the one-sample tests of hypothesis 

on g-means achieved by E-algorithm and ANN. 

Fig. 3 clearly indicates that E-algorithm has a significant dominance of g-means when 

identifying lightning-caused faults. In the region of LC, the average value of g-mean by 

E-algorithm even exceeds ANN as much as 271%. In Table IV, the P-values of the 

one-sample tests of hypothesis for lightning-caused faults are smaller than 0.05 in all seven 
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regions. Thus, the null hypothesis ( g-mean =g-meanANN E ) is rejected in favor of the 

alternative hypothesis ( g-mean <g-meanANN E ); in another words, it can be concluded that the 

g-mean by E-algorithm is larger than the average g-mean by ANN. 

Although E-algorithm consistently achieves higher performance than ANN for 

lightning-caused faults in all the seven selected regions, the similar clear-cut conclusions 

cannot be drawn for the other two fault causes.  

 

Fig.3. G-means for lightning fault identification (test data) 

 

As shown in Fig.4, the g-means by E-algorithm for animal-caused fault are larger than the 

average g-means by ANN in five regions, but are smaller in two regions: CS and GV. The 

one-sample tests of hypothesis also indicate that E-algorithm outperforms ANN in five 

regions and ANN actually has a larger g-mean value than E-algorithm in the region of GV; 

the conclusion cannot be drawn for the remaining region CS at the significance level of 0.95. 
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Fig.4. G-means for animal fault identification (test data) 

 

Similarly, E-algorithm for tree-caused faults has larger g-means in four regions but smaller 

g-means in CH, CS, and WS comparing with ANN, as shown in Fig.5. The results of 

one-sample tests of hypothesis in Table IV show that E-algorithm outperforms ANN in four 

regions and gets smaller g-means in CS and WS. The conclusion cannot be made for the 

region of CH at the significance level of 0.95. 

 

Fig.5. G-means for tree fault identification (test data) 
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TABLE IV. P-VALUES OF ONE-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS ON G-MEANS 

 Lightning Animal Tree 

CH <0.0001 0.0028 0.9158 

CS <0.0001 0.7711 1.0000 

DH <0.0001 0.0019 0.0053 

GV <0.0001 0.9995 0.0310 

HC 0.0013 0.0227 <0.0001 

LC <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0271 

WS <0.0001 0.0164 1.0000 

C.  Discussions 

When implementing classification tasks, a standard ANN with back-propagation algorithm 

aims to minimize the overall error rate. For an imbalanced data set, the majority class has 

dominant influence on the overall error since ANN tends to prioritize the different classes in 

favor of the class with more training data examples in order to achieve a high overall 

accuracy. This biased favor may sacrifice the performance on classifying minority class and 

achieves a high accuracy on the majority class but a very low, sometimes unacceptable, 

accuracy on the minority class.  

E-algorithm extracted qualified classification rules from the data based on the statistical 

information revealed by two normalized fuzzy versions of data mining concepts: support 

( )k ks B⇒A  and confidence ( )k kc B⇒A ; the normalization of these measures, as shown in 

(13) and (14), alleviates the effect of data imbalanced constitution [12]. 

Based on the comparisons, E-algorithm achieves larger g-mean values than ANN in most 

of the cases. It is also noticed that with the increase of outage proportion, the dominance of 

E-algorithm over ANN is weakened: the average proportion of lightning faults, animal faults, 
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and tree faults is in an ascending order as shown in Table II; while E-algorithm outperforms 

ANN in all the seven regions for lightning faults, five regions for animal faults and only four 

regions for tree faults. 

We further examine the individual cases in Table II. It is observed that animal faults don’t 

necessarily account for more percentage than lightning faults; neither does tree faults with 

animal faults. For example, the region of LC only has 7.46% animal faults while the region 

of WS has 9.72% lightning faults; the region of WS only has 21.90% tree faults, while the 

region of CS has 22.56% of animal faults. Therefore, we disregard the categories of fault 

causes to further investigate the relationship between the increase of g-mean values and the 

percentage of positive classes (lightning/animal/tree faults), as shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6. The relationship between the increase of g-means and the percentage of positive classes 

 

A simple linear regression model in Fig.6 demonstrates the relationship between the 

percentage of positive classes (which can be animal fault, tree fault, or lightning fault) and 

the increase of g-mean values of E-algorithm over ANN. This straight-line function in the 

figure is expressed as:  
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(increase of G-mean values) 1.50 5.49 (Percentage of Positive Classes)Y X= − ×    (21) 

As the percentage of positive classes gets larger, the increase of the g-mean values gets 

smaller. It means that when the data balance issue gets less severe (i.e., the data are more 

balanced), the improvement of E-algorithm over ANN gets smaller; when the data 

constitution is relatively balanced, E-algorithm doesn’t show significant superiority over 

ANN. 

 

G-mean emphasizes the balance in classifying different classes rather than the overall 

classification accuracy. Table V further presents the average overall accuracy rates (over 

seven regions) of the prototyping outage causes identification. E-algorithm has an accuracy 

rate as high as 0.9069 for lightning-caused fault while maintaining much more balanced 

performance on different classes, though it is lower than the value of 0.9516 achieved by 

ANN. E-algorithm has an overall accuracy of 0.8748 for animal-caused faults, which is close 

to the rate of 0.8767 achieved by ANN. E-algorithm even achieves a higher average accuracy 

of 0.7633 for tree-caused faults than the rate of 0.7527 by ANN. 

Comparing with lightning strike and animal contact, tree fault diagnosis is more 

complicated: the tree fault category in Duke Energy outage database includes a few 

subcategories such as trees, danger trees, and vines, which diversifies the fault patterns; tree 

faults are closely related with many influential factors (such as weather condition, geographic 

information, tree trimming cycle, and human activities), many of which are not captured by 

the measurements or not presented in the outage database. As we can see in table V, the 

accuracy of tree-caused outage identification is lower than the other two outage causes. 

Considering that the results are based on real-world data, E-algorithm does achieve a 
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satisfactory performance. Dispatchers can use the algorithm with more confidence on 

lightning-caused faults, followed by animal-caused faults, and then tree-caused faults. 

 

TABLE V. THE CAUSE-AVERAGED OVERALL ACCURACY BY ANN AND E-ALGORITHM 

 ANN E-algorithm 

Lightning 0.9516 0.9069 

Animal 0.8767 0.8748 

Tree 0.7527 0.7633 

 

Other than its advantage in classifying imbalanced data, E-algorithm can extract fuzzy 

rules from the data to help explain the inference mechanism of outage cause identification; 

this is the generally acknowledged advantage of a fuzzy classification technique. A few rule 

examples for lightning-caused faults are listed: 

1. IF the likelihood measure of weather is medium (according to membership partition No.4 in Fig.1) AND 

the likelihood measure of Phases Affected is high (according to membership partition No.1 in Fig.1), 

THEN the outage is likely to be caused by lightning. 

2. IF the likelihood measure of weather is low (according to membership partition No.1 in Fig.1), THEN 

the outage is not likely to be caused by lightning. 

As presented in section II.C, E-algorithm simultaneously applies four membership 

partitions, as shown in Fig.1, to each attribute and then chooses the antecedent fuzzy set 

combinations that have more statistical support to implement the classification task. The 

attributes within a chosen combination do not have to follow the same partition. For example, 

the first antecedent attribute in rule example 1 uses membership partition No.4 (as labeled in 

Fig.1) while the second antecedent attribute uses membership partition No.1. 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

Effective power outage cause identification can help expedite the restoration procedure 

and improve the distribution system reliability and availability. However, the data imbalance 

issue encountered in many real-world data sets often affects the performance of fault cause 

identification, especially for minority-class causes, since most commonly used methods aim 

to minimize the overall error rate. In this paper, E-algorithm that is extended from the elegant 

fuzzy classification algorithm by Ishibuchi et al. for imbalanced data is applied to Duke 

Energy distribution outage data for cause identification. Its performance in terms of g-mean, 

the performance measure for imbalanced classification, is compared with ANN investigated 

in our previous works. The results show that E-algorithm can achieve better performance 

when the data are imbalanced; the superiority is proportional to the severeness of the data 

imbalance. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION OUTAGE CAUSE IDENTIFICATION WITH 

IMBALANCED DATA USING ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE RECOGNITION 

SYSTEM (AIRS) ALGORITHM 

 

Abstract - Power distribution systems have been significantly affected by many fault 

causing events. Effective outage cause identification can help expedite the restoration 

procedure and improve the system reliability. However, the data imbalance issue in many 

real-world data often degrades the outage cause identification performance. In this paper, 

Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS), an immune inspired algorithm for supervised 

classification task is applied to Duke Energy outage data for outage cause identification using 

three major causes (tree, animal, and lightning) as prototypes. The performance of AIRS on 

these real-world imbalanced data is compared with Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The 

results show that AIRS can greatly improve the performance as much as 163% when the data 

are imbalanced and achieve comparable performance with ANN for relatively balanced data. 

 

Index Terms - artificial immune system, classification, data imbalance, outage cause 

identification, neural network, power distribution systems. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Power distribution reliability has a high impact on the electricity cost and customer 

satisfaction and is a very important topic in the electric power industry. Power distribution 
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systems have been significantly affected by a wide range of events (such as equipment 

failures, animal contacts, trees, lightning strikes, etc). In order to improve the reliability as 

well as the availability of power distribution systems, the management systems need to have 

proper and speedy responses to outages. For safety concerns, many utilities do no re-energize 

the system until they have found the root cause of the outage. The process may take from 

tens of minutes to hours: linemen may often need to walk along the power distribution lines 

(can be miles) to look for the evidences for the outage such as burn marks on the pole for 

possible lightning-caused outages and dead animal bodies for possible animal-caused outages. 

From time to time, the evidences cannot be found in the fault location. For instance, a bird 

takes away the body of the squirrel that has jumped into a distribution transformer and 

shorted the phase to ground wire. The linemen occasionally may even need to ask the 

dispatch center for appropriate crew to execute advanced tasks (e.g., a tree crew is requested 

to remove the fallen trees in order to restore the system). 

Power outage cause identifications can provide useful information to narrow down the area 

that has to be searched to expedite the restoration procedure and consequently improve the 

system reliability. For example, the linemen can be informed to focus on certain types of 

outage causes or the appropriate crew can be dispatched earlier to restore the system. As the 

name implies, power outage cause identification is to categorize a reported outage into one of 

existing classes that are carefully arranged by domain experts; it can be considered as a 

classification problem. 

With the development of data mining techniques, historical outage data have been utilized 

to extract outage patterns [1], [2]. However, data imbalance (i.e., at least one of the classes 

significantly outnumbers some other classes) as one of the real-world data imperfections has 
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been affecting the performance of pattern extraction and classification, since most commonly 

used classification methods aim to minimize the overall error rate. The data imbalance issue 

may cause some classification methods to achieve biased performance [3]: a high accuracy 

on the majority class but a very low accuracy on the minority class. 

Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) have been gaining significant attention in various 

application areas due to its powerful adaptive learning and memory capability. The Artificial 

Immune Recognition Systems (AIRS) algorithm proposed and well benchmarked by Watkins 

and Timmis [4-6] exhibits success as a classification algorithm. In this paper, AIRS is 

applied to Duke Energy power outage data to investigate its capability to perform outage 

cause identification, particularly with the imbalanced real-world data. 

Section II introduces Duke Energy outage data and how we preprocess the data; Section III 

briefly describes the AIRS algorithm as well as its related immune system concepts; Section 

IV presents the power distribution outage cause identification scheme using AIRS, and 

Section V shows its performance on outage cause identification and compares it with 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

II.  DUKE ENERGY OUTAGE DATA AND DATA PREPROCESSING 

In Duke Energy distribution systems, every time a fault current is detected as a result of the 

activation of some protective device like a circuit breaker or relay, the outage related 

information is recorded into the data collection system. Each outage record in this database 

contains 33 information fields. Based on Duke Energy senior distribution engineers’ 

suggestions as well as the statistical significance tests [7], six of the fields are considered as 

the most essential and influential factors: circuit ID, weather, season, time of day, phases 
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affected, and protective devices activated. These six influential factors are chosen to be 

independent variables and the attribute cause entered by the crew after finding out the actual 

outage cause during the restoration process is selected as the dependent variable (i.e., the 

class label). 

All six independent variables are categorical as shown in table I; they are transformed into 

numerical variables using the likelihood measure [7] so that they can be used in most of the 

commonly used classification processes, including ANN and AIRS, which usually require 

numerical inputs. 

 

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF ELEMENTS OF EACH INFLUENTIAL FACTOR 

Circuit ID all the circuit identification numbers under consideration, e.g., 19031208 

Weather fair, cold, rain, wind, wind & lightning, lightning, hail, snow, ice, hot 

Season spring, summer, fall, winter 

Time of day midnight, morning, afternoon, evening 

Phases Affected X, Y, Z, XY, XZ, YZ, XYZ, no info 

Protective Device Activated 

Transmission Device, Station Circuit Breaker, Line Recloser, Primary Fuse, 

Transformer Fuse, Transformer CSP, Panel Base, SEC/SVC Self Clearing, 

Manual Device, Primary Self Clearing 

 

The likelihood measure shown in (1) represents the conditional probability of an outage 

due to a specific cause given certain condition (e.g., the likelihood of an observed outage 

caused by tree given icy weather condition). 

,
,

i j
i j

j

N
L

N
= ,                                  (1) 

where i indicates outage cause (e.g., tree, lightning), j refers to outage related event or 
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condition (e.g. lightning weather, fuse activated, morning), Ni,j is the number of outages 

caused by outage i under condition j, Nj is the number of outages under condition j, and Li,j is 

the likelihood measure of outage i given condition j.  

The likelihood measure can provide useful information for outage cause identification; it is 

logically used as the inputs to classifiers. 

 

Duke Energy has 32 service areas in North Carolina and South Carolina; seven of them are 

selected as reasonable service area representations based on domain experts’ suggestions: 

Chapel Hill (CH), Clemson (CS), Durham (DH), Greenville (GV), Hickory (HC), Lancaster 

(LC) and Winston-Salem (WS). This selection takes different geographical features and 

system status into consideration: these seven regions cover metropolitan areas, cities, towns, 

rural areas and wooded areas, and also embody both old systems and new systems. 

III.  ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS (AIRS) 

Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are adaptive systems inspired by theoretical immunology 

and observed immune functions, principle and models [8]. AIS utilize inspirations from 

immune systems and make use of ideas from immune systems to solve problems in different 

areas such as pattern recognition [9] and fault diagnosis [10]. Artificial Immune Recognition 

Systems (AIRS) is a biological immune system inspired algorithm for supervised 

classification task [11]. 

The immune systems consist of a complex set of cells and molecules that protect our 

bodies against infection by pathogens with complicated mechanisms. In this paper, only the 

AIRS related aspects of immunology are introduced; more detailed overview of the immune 
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system can be found in. 

A.  Immune Systems 

The immune systems, which contain lymphocyte cells known as B- and T-cells, guard our 

bodies against infections due to the attacks of antigens. B-cells have surface receptors that 

are able to recognize specific antigens through binding (complementary pattern matching); 

stronger binding generates higher affinity between the receptor and antigen. The binding can 

activate the receptor’s hosting B-cell. Activated B-cell then proliferate and differentiate into 

plasma cells or memory cells. Plasma cells secrete large amount of antibodies through clonal 

expansion (which clones the antibodies in proportion to the affinity between the antigen and 

the antibody) to neutralize the pathogens. Those clones undertake mutation to create diverse 

antibodies by altering the gene segments. The rate of the mutation is inversely proportional to 

the affinity between the antigen and the antibody. These antibodies compete for the limited 

resources and the ones that fit the antigen better survive. Memory cells remain in the system 

for a long period, allowing for a future response to the same or similar antigens to be 

improved in respect to both speed and accuracy. 

B.  AIRS Algorithm 

AIRS is a B-cell mechanism based algorithm. The input data are considered as antigens; 

usually represented as vectors. The potential solutions are expressed as B-cells; each B-cell 

includes an antibody which has the same vector format as antigens. A set of identical B-cells 

is represented as an artificial recognition ball (ARB) to reduce duplication [12]. 

In the initialization phase, the input data are first pre-processed to fit the defined affinity 

metric of the antigen-antibody binding. For example, if the Euclidean distance is used as the 
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affinity metric, then the data are normalized to ensure the reactions between any 

antigen-antibody pair stay in the range of [0, 1]. Besides, an initial set of ARBs SARB and 

memory cells SMC are randomly seeded from the training data. 

The training algorithm is a one-shot incremental procedure. Every time a new training data 

sample (antigen) is fed to the algorithm, the best matching cell from the current memory cell 

population of antigen’s class is first identified, denoted as mcmatch, which has a chance to 

generate offspring and expand SARB through clonal expansion; clonal expansion produces the 

clones of an antibody in proportion to its affinity with the presented antigen. Some of the 

clones experience mutation which changes one or more gene segments to create antibody 

variations; the mutation is implemented in the algorithm by randomly changing the values (in 

the allowed range) of some of the antibody vector elements. After this, each ARB from the 

updated SARB is presented to the antigen in order to examine its affinity with the antigen; then 

a finite amount of resources, which is proportional to its affinity, is allocated to the ARB 

accordingly. When the total resources allocated across the ARB population exceeds the 

allowed limit, the weakest ARBs are removed until the totality of allocated resources is under 

the limit. The survived ARBs further produce offspring through clonal expansion and 

mutation until the average affinity value for all the existing ARBs with the antigen reaches 

the pre-set threshold or other stopping criteria for one-antigen training. Once the training 

process for current antigen is fulfilled, the best matching ARB with the same class as the 

antigen is nominated as the candidate memory cell mccandidate; it will be added to SMC and 

become a long-lived memory cell if it matches the antigen better than mcmatch does. 

The algorithm continues until all the training antigens have been presented and trained. 

The final SMC generated during the training phase is used as class prototypes for future 
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classification in which the class of each presented test antigen is determined by this set of 

class prototypes through k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) approach.  

IV.  POWER DISTRIBUTION OUTAGE CAUSE IDENTIFICATION 

As discussed in Section II, the likelihood measures of six independent variables are used 

as the inputs to classifiers. However, the likelihood measure depends on both outage cause i 

and influential condition j as shown in (1); an outage record is mapped to different sets of 

likelihood measure values with respect to different outage causes, even under the same 

influential condition. As a result, the classifier can only process the identification of one 

outage cause type at a time. In this paper, three top customer interruption causes for most 

utilities are used as prototypes: lightning, animal, and tree. Fig.1 shows the AIRS based 

power distribution outage cause identification scheme which consists of three identical 

branches in parallel: lightning branch, animal branch, and tree branch. Each branch is 

responsible for identifying its own designated type of cause. The outage cause identification 

scheme can be extended to N branches for N outage types. 

 

Fig.1. the schematic diagram of AIRS based power distribution outage cause identification 

 

Within each branch, the likelihood calculation module first transforms incoming outage 
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records to a set of likelihood measures so that the input format is ready for the following 

classification methods. In this module, a corresponding likelihood measure vector is 

generated for every outage record; this vector is regarded as the antigen and presented to the 

AIRS classifier. The AIRS classifier in the next step determines the class to which the 

incoming outage belongs by utilizing the memory cell set SMC generated during the training 

phase.  

The AIRS classifier in this outage identification scheme faces a binary classification task. 

Take the tree branch as an example, the AIRS classifier categorizes incoming outage as either 

a tree-caused outage or a nontree-caused outage (which can be caused by animal contact, 

lightning strike, or others). As a result, an AIRS classifier often faces an imbalanced data 

classification task since one particular outage caused outages may only account for a small 

percentage of the total number of outages due to the diversity of outage causes. Table II 

presents the proportions of three prototyping causes in each region (the region names appear 

as defined in Section II); this table clearly shows the data imbalance issue in power 

distribution outage data.  

Lightning-caused outages have an average proportion of 9.97% in training data and 4.36% 

in test data. The region of DH has only 1.89% lightning-caused outages in its test dataset. 

Tree-caused outages, one of the largest outage classes, are relatively balanced between 

tree-caused outage and nontree-caused outage comparing with lightning-caused outages: 

tree-caused outages have an average proportion of 25.52% in training data and 28.88% in test 

data. Animal-caused outage is in between with an average proportion of 15.25% in training 

data and 14.83% in test data. 
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TABLE II. PROPORTIONS OF TREE-CAUSED, ANIMAL-CAUSED, AND LIGHTNING-CAUSED OUTAGES IN DIFFERENCE 

REGIONS 

Training Data 

% CH CS DH GV HC LC WS 

Lightning 7.3 9.9 6.3 11.1 15.5 10.1 9.5 

Animal 15.4 22.7 11.7 18.5 16.9 8.7 12.9 

Tree 29.6 30.8 22.1 27.9 19.3 27.3 21.7 

Test Data 

Lightning 5.7 4.5 1.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 9.7 

Animal 14.6 22.6 9.7 16.9 18.1 7.5 14.5 

Tree 31.2 34.6 23.6 30.7 24.4 35.9 21.9 

 

The decision fusion module collects classification decisions from different branches. 

Conflicting decisions occur occasionally; the decision fusion module needs to mediate results 

from all the branches by comparing the affinities between the antigen and the winner 

memory cell in each branch in order to identify the outage cause of the incoming outage 

record. This module is not discussed in this paper; and only the decisions from each 

individual branch are presented in order to demonstrate the capability of AIRS algorithm on 

classifying imbalanced data. 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this paper, Duke Energy outage data from 1994 to 2002 are used. For each 

representative region, the data are divided into training data and test data by year: the outage 

records from 1994 to 1999 are used as the training set and the remaining data (2000-2002) 

form the test set. For example, the region of HC has a training data set with 10,030 outages 
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and a test set with 5,617 records. 

The AIRS classifier uses the default parameter setting as in [2] except that the number k 

for k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) approach is set to 1. For an imbalanced dataset, majority 

class antigens may produce more memory cells than minority class antigens during the AIRS 

training phase. One minority class cell may be surrounded by some majority class cells when 

representing the memory cells in a high-dimensional space; so taking votes from several 

memory cells close to an antigen may cause a biased decision. 

Empirical studies show that the many classification algorithms have sufficiently similar 

accuracies such that the differences among those algorithms are statistically insignificant [13]. 

The widely used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been investigated in our previous 

works [2], [14]. The performance of AIRS is compared with a three-layer feed-forward 

neural network (6 input nodes, 40 hidden nodes, and 1 output node, as in [14]). Due to the 

randomness property of both AIRS and ANN, each algorithm has been run 30 times in order 

to generate statistically representative results. 

A.  Performance Measure 

The overall classification accuracy is the most straightforward performance measure for a 

classification task, but it can be misleading in the case with imbalanced data. For example, 

assuming that there is a two-class imbalanced data set Q, the majority class M contains 95% 

of the data and the minority class N contains the remaining 5% of the data; a classifier can 

achieve an overall accuracy as high as 95% even if it blindly (indiscriminately) categorizes 

every case to the majority class M. This is certainly an undesirable approach from 

classification viewpoint. Kubat et al. have proposed the g-mean [15] based on confusion 

matrix to measure the classification performance on imbalanced data sets. Table III shows 
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the confusion matrix where the tree-/animal-/ lightning-caused outages are considered as 

positive classes and nontree-/nonanimal-/nonlightning-caused outages as negative classes. 

 

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX 

 Predicted Positive Class Predicted Negative Class 

Actual Positive Class True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 

Actual Negative Class False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 

 

True positive rate ( Acc+ ) indicates the classification accuracy of 

tree-/animal-/lightning-caused outages and the true negative rate ( Acc− ) presents the 

classification accuracy of nontree-/nonanimal-/nonlightning-caused outages, as shown in (2) 

and (3) respectively. G-mean examines the classification accuracies on both positive and 

negative classes; it punishes large disparities between them: the g-mean is high when both 

Acc+  and Acc−  are large and the difference between Acc+  and Acc−  is small. According 

to the definition of g-mean, whose basic idea is to maximize the accuracies on both classes, 

shown in (4), the classifier in the previous example of two-class imbalanced data set Q only 

gets a g-mean value of 0, although it has 95% overall accuracy. 

TPAcc
TP FN

+ =
+

                              (2) 

TNAcc
TN FP

− =
+

                              (3) 

 g-mean Acc Acc+ −= ×                            (4) 

B.  Results 

The performance of the classification using ANN and AIRS is presented in this Section. 
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Fig.2-4. show the g-means achieved by two methods on test data for lightning-caused outage, 

animal-caused outage, and tree-caused outage, respectively. In the figures, the heights of the 

vertical bars represent the mean values of g-means over 30 runs and the “whiskers” represent 

their 95% confidence intervals. The region names appear as defined in Section II. 

Two-sample tests of hypothesis are performed using the 30-run experimental data to 

compare the g-means of both approaches. In this paper, the null hypothesis 

-
0 : g-mean g-meang mean

AIRS ANNH =                       (5) 

is tested against the alternative hypothesis 

-
1 : g-mean g-meang mean

AIRS ANNH > .                     (6) 

The P-values of the tests can help make the decision whether AIRS achieves higher 

performance than ANN or not: a P-value indicates the probability of obtaining the existing 

sample data given the null hypothesis [16]; so a low P-value leads to the rejection of the null 

hypothesis. The commonly used level of significance 0.05 is applied, i.e., a P-value under 

0.05 will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis. Table IV presents 

the P-values of two-sample tests on g-means achieved by AIRS and ANN. 
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TABLE IV. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS ON G-MEANS 

 Lightning Animal Tree 

CH <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0040 

CS 0.0000 0.0040 0.3098 

DH <0.0001 0.0004 0.9994 

GV 0.0064 0.9833 0.2525 

HC 0.1792 0.0319 <0.0001 

LC <0.0001 <0.0001 0.4008 

WS <0.0001 0.0614 1.0000 

 

Fig.2. clearly indicates that AIRS significantly increases the average g-mean values for 

lightning outage in most of the regions. The P-values of the two-sample tests of hypothesis in 

table IV also shows that the g-means achieved by AIRS are significantly higher than those by 

ANN in all the regions except HC, in which the P-value 0.1792 is larger than the significance 

level 0.05. 

Fig.3 shows a similar pattern that AIRS achieves better performance in terms of average 

g-mean for animal-caused outages in all the regions but GV. The two-sample test results in 

table IV indicate that AIRS gets higher g-mean in five regions than ANN but lower g-mean 

in GV, the conclusion cannot be drawn for WS at the significance level of 0.05. 
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Fig.2. G-means for lightning outage identification (test data) 

 

Fig.3. G-means for animal outage identification (test data) 
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Fig.4. G-means for tree outage identification (test data) 

 

Comparing with lightning-caused outages and animal-caused outages, the sample mean of 

g-means over 30 runs for tree outages by AIRS, as shown in Fig.4, is close to that by ANN in 

many regions and the AIRS doesn’t show obvious dominance for tree caused outages as for 

lightning-caused outages. The two-sample tests on g-means indicate that AIRS has higher 

g-means in CH and HC and lower g-means in DH and WS, for the remaining three regions, 

the conclusion that one is no better than the other cannot be made. 

 

Table II shows that the two-class constitution for tree-caused outages are more balanced 

than animal-caused outages and the two-class constitution for animal-caused outages are 

more balanced than lightning-caused outages: the region averaged odds (i.e., the ratio of 

probability of an event’s occurrence to the probability of the event’s no occurring) of a 

tree-caused outage in test data is about 1:2.5; the region averaged odds of a tree-caused 

outage in test data is about 1:5.7; while the region averaged odds of a lightning-caused 
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outage in test data is as small as about 1:22. It is noticed that with the increase of percentage 

of the designated outage cause, the advantage of AIRS over ANN is weakened: the average 

proportion of lightning-caused outages, animal-caused outages, and tree-caused outages is in 

an ascending order; while AIRS outperforms ANN in all the six regions for lightning-caused 

outages, five regions for animal-caused outages and only two regions for tree-caused outages. 

We further examine the individual case in Table II. It is observed that animal-caused 

outages don’t necessarily account for more percentage than lightning-caused outages; neither 

does tree-caused outages with animal-caused outages. For example, LC only has 7.46% 

animal-caused outages while WS has 9.72% lightning-caused outages; WS only has 21.90% 

tree-caused outages, while CS has 22.56% animal-caused outages. Therefore, we disregard 

the categories of outage causes to further investigate the relationship between the increase of 

g-mean values and the percentage of positive classes (lightning/animal/tree-caused outages); 

the scatter plot of the increase of g-means versus the percentage of positive classes is shown 

in Fig.5. It is shown in this figure that as the percentage of positive classes gets smaller (i.e., 

the data are more imbalanced); the increase of the g-mean values in general gets larger (can 

be as large as 163%). It means that when the data imbalance issue gets severer, the advantage 

of AIRS over ANN is more significant; when the data constitution is relatively balanced, 

AIRS has comparable performance with ANN. 
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Fig.5. The scatter plot of the increase of g-means versus the percentage of positive classes 

 

When implementing classification tasks, a standard ANN with back-propagation algorithm 

aims to minimize the overall error rate. For an imbalanced data set, the majority class has 

dominant influence on the overall error since ANN tends to prioritize the different classes in 

favor of the class with more training data examples in order to achieve a high overall 

accuracy. This biased favor may sacrifice the performance on classifying minority class and 

achieves a high accuracy on the majority class but a very low, sometimes unacceptable, 

accuracy on the minority class. However, AIRS algorithm generates matching antibodies for 

every incoming data and adds the best one into the memory cell set as long as it doesn’t get 

too close to existing cells. This scheme help prevent the biased performance as ANN does. 

 

G-mean is calculated from as Acc+  and Acc−  in (4), therefore, true positive rate and true 

negative rate are further compared to investigate the performance differences between two 

techniques. In this case, the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis for the two-sample 
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test are shown in (7) and (8), respectively. 

/ /
0 :  AIRS ANN

AccH Acc Acc+ − + −=                            (7) 

/ /
1 :  AIRS ANN

AccH Acc Acc+ − + −>                            (8) 

The P-values of two-sample tests in table V indicate that AIRS has higher Acc+  than 

ANN in five of seven regions (except GV and HC) for lightning-caused outages, in four 

regions (except GV, HC, and WS) for animal-caused outages, in three regions (CH, CS, and 

HC) for tree-caused outages. The two-sample test results in table VI show that ANN has 

higher Acc−  than AIRS in most of the regions for all three outage causes (only except WS 

for lightning-caused outages, DH, GV, HC, and WS for animal-caused outages). 

 

TABLE V. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS ON TRUE POSITIVE RATE 

 Lightning Animal Tree 

CH 0.0000 <0.0001 0.0001 

CS 0.0000 0.0047 0.0007 

DH <0.0001 0.0164 0.9648 

GV 0.1807 1.0000 0.8446 

HC 0.4885 0.4608 <0.0001 

LC <0.0001 <0.0001 0.6458 

WS 0.0010 0.7141 1.0000 
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TABLE VI. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS ON TRUE NEGATIVE RATE 

 Lightning Animal Tree 

CH 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

CS 1.0000 0.9992 1.0000 

DH 1.0000 0.8678 1.0000 

GV 0.9920 <0.0001 0.9997 

HC 1.0000 0.5644 1.0000 

LC 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

WS 0.8063 0.0135 1.0000 

 

When the g-mean is broken down into true positive rate and true negative rate, it is found 

that AIRS in general increases the true positive rate at the price of decreasing the true 

negative rate. It means that AIRS can improve the accuracy on the minority class, but the 

classification accuracy on the majority class is sacrificed to some extent. Comparing with 

ANN, AIRS reduces the disparities of the classification accuracies between the majority class 

and the minority class. As a result, the g-mean value is increased, which indicates a more 

balanced classification. However, the decreased classification accuracy in the majority class 

which has a larger number of outages may have a stronger impact on the overall accuracy 

than the increased accuracy of the minority class. Take the region of CH as an example, the 

test data in this region have 650 tree-caused outage and 1,435 nontree-caused outages; AIRS 

increases the sample mean of true positive rate from 0.4029 to 0.5506 which indicates 96 

more tree-caused outages are correctly classified, but the decrease of the sample mean of true 

negative rate from 0.9470 to 0.7865 causes 230 more nontree-caused outages are 

misclassified. As a consequence, AIRS improves the performance balance (g-mean) by 
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8.35% but decreases the overall classification accuracy by 7.88%. Table VII shows the 

outage-cause-averaged (to avoid the long list of all the regions) difference in g-mean values 

and overall classification accuracy; the comparison uses performance of ANN as a base, 

therefore, “+” indicates the improvement by AIRS while “–” represents the decrease by 

AIRS. It is shown in the table that although the overall accuracy is decreased, the g-mean 

values are increased much more, especially for the lightning-caused outages and 

animal-caused outages that involve severe imbalanced data constitution. This effect needs to 

be taken into consideration when choosing classification approaches: whether an application 

prefers a balanced performance or a higher overall classification accuracy. 

 

TABLE VII. THE CAUSE-AVERAGED DIFFERENCE OF OVERALL ACCURACY AND G-MEAN BETWEEN ANN AND AIRS 

 Overall Accuracy G-mean 

Lightning -0.0293 +0.2511 

Animal -0.0070 +0.1147 

Tree -0.0547 +0.0628 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

Effective power outage cause identification can substantially expedite the restoration 

procedure and improve the distribution system reliability and availability. However, the data 

imbalance issue encountered in many real-world data sets often affects the performance of 

outage cause identification since most commonly used methods aim to minimize the overall 

error rate. In this paper, the immune inspired algorithm for supervised classification task, 

Artificial Immune Recognition Systems (AIRS), is applied to Duke Energy distribution 
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outage data for cause identification with imbalanced data. Three major outage causes (tree, 

animal, and lightning) for most utilities are used as prototypes. The performance achieved by 

AIRS in terms of g-mean, the performance measure for imbalanced classification, is 

compared with that by ANN which has been investigated in our previous works. The results 

show that AIRS can greatly improve the performance (as much as 163%) when the data are 

imbalanced and achieve comparable performance with ANN for relatively balanced data. 

Imbalanced data, as a very practical issue, have been challenging many power utilities; the 

successful application of AIRS algorithm on imbalanced historical outage data for cause 

identification presents a promising approach for real-world classification tasks.  
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HYBRID ALGORITHM OF FUZZY 

CLASSIFICATION E-ALGORITHM AND ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE 

RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

 

Abstract - Fuzzy classification E-algorithm and biological immune system based AIRS 

algorithm have good capabilities in classifying imbalanced data that are often encountered in 

real-world applications. E-algorithm can produce inference rules but is computational 

demanding; AIRS has the quick searching capability but is lack of rule extraction capability. 

In this paper, Fuzzy Artificial Immune Recognition System (FAIRS) has been proposed to 

utilize the advantages of both E-algorithm and AIRS. Power distribution fault cause 

identification with Duke Energy outage data has been used as a prototype to test FAIRS and 

compare it with both E-algorithm and AIRS. The results show that FAIRS achieves 

comparable performance while being able to extract linguistic rules to explain the inference 

with significantly reduced computing time than E-algorithm. 

 
Key words - Artificial Immune System, Data Mining, Fault Diagnosis, Fuzzy Classification, 

G-mean. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Fault diagnosis is the process of identifying the root cause of a system or component 

malfunction through symptoms as well as various diagnostic results. Fault diagnosis in many 
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cases is regarded as a classification task since the faults are to be categorized into existing 

cause classes. There have been a large number of researches on various classification 

technologies; and empirical studies show that many classification algorithms have 

sufficiently similar accuracies on well-processed data such that the differences between those 

algorithms are statistically insignificant [1]. 

However, many real-world data sets are imbalanced, i.e., at least one of the classes 

significantly outnumbers some others. A lot of commonly used classification algorithms aim 

to minimize the overall error rate, which makes the algorithms tend to prioritize different 

classes in favor of the class with more data in order to achieve a high overall accuracy. This 

biased favor may sacrifice the performance on classifying minority class. When an 

imbalanced data set is presented, these algorithms may achieve a high accuracy on the 

majority class but a very low, sometimes unacceptable, accuracy on the minority class [2]. 

In our previous works, the fuzzy classification algorithm proposed by Ishibuchi et al. [3] 

has been extended to E-algorithm [4] for imbalanced data; the immune system inspired 

algorithm, Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) [5-7], has been investigated for 

imbalanced data classification [8]. Both algorithms demonstrate good capabilities in 

classifying imbalanced data comparing with the widely used feed forward neural network [9]. 

As a fuzzy method, E-algorithm can produce linguistic rules to explain the reasoning of fault 

cause identification, but it is computational demanding. As a biological immune system 

inspired method, AIRS can quickly generate a small set of non-redundant patterns 

representing the training data through immunology mechanisms (clonal expansion and 

hypermutation); however, it works as a black box without showing its reasoning mechanism. 

Fuzzy Artificial Immune Recognition System (FAIRS), a hybrid algorithm of E-algorithm 
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and AIRS, has been proposed in this paper to utilize the searching mechanism of AIRS and 

the rule generating capability of E-algorithm. FAIRS has been applied to Duke Energy 

distribution outage data for fault cause identification as an example, and its performance is 

compared with both E-algorithm and AIRS. 

Section 2 briefly introduces E-algorithm and AIRS. Section 3 describes the hybrid FAIRS 

algorithm. Section 4 presents the power outage cause identification problem and the 

application of FAIRS on it. Section 5 compares the performance of FAIRS on outage cause 

identification using real-world imbalanced data with the performance of both E-algorithm 

and AIRS. 

II.  E-ALGORITHM AND AIRS 

A.  E-algorithm 

E-algorithm is a fuzzy classification method utilizing the statistical information revealed 

by two data mining concepts, support and confidence, to determine fuzzy set partitions and 

select fuzzy rules so as to fulfill classification tasks even without sufficient domain 

knowledge available a priori. When a fuzzy rule is expressed as in (1), support shown in (2) 

indicates the magnitude of the total compatibility grade (i.e., the matching degree between a 

datum and a fuzzy rule) of a fuzzy rule with all the data from the rule’s corresponding class, 

while confidence shown in (3) presents the proportion of the total compatibility grade of a 

fuzzy rule with all the data from its corresponding class. 

 Bk k⇒A                             (1) 

where Ak=(A1,k, …, Am,k), Ai,k, i=1,…,m, is the fuzzy set for the ith input attribute xi in rule Rk, 

k=1,…,K, K is the number of rules; Bk is the fuzzy set for the output attribute y in rule Rk 
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(only single output attribute is considered in this paper). 
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where 
1, ,1, ,( ) ( ) ( )

k k m kl A l A m lx xμ μ μ= × ×A x  shows the compatibility grade of xl=(x1,l,…, xm,l) 

with the antecedent fuzzy sets Ak of rule Rk; xl is the lth data sample, l=1,…,N, N is the 

number of data samples; 
,

( )
i kAμ ⋅  represents the membership function of the antecedent fuzzy 

set Ai,k. 

E-algorithm simultaneously uses four fuzzy set partitions for each attribute as shown in 

Fig.1 such that it is even able to work on applications without appropriate attribute fuzzy set 

partitions known a priori. With this approach, each antecedent attribute is initially associated 

with 15 fuzzy sets (14 sets generated by these 4 partitions as well as a special “don’t care” 

set). 
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Fig.1. Four fuzzy partitions for each attribute membership function 

 

With fuzzy partitions determined, E-algorithm firstly enumerates all the possible 

combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets Ak and then assigns to each combination a consequent 

part Bk, which is the class achieving the maximum confidence given the combination, as 

shown in (4). 

 {1,2, , }arg max (  )k p M kB c p∈= ⇒A ,                       (4) 

where M is the number of classes. 

The enumeration suffers from combinatorial explosion: with each antecedent attribute 

corresponding to 15 possible fuzzy sets, the total number of possible fuzzy set combinations 

for m attributes is 15m, which increases exponentially with m. In order to reduce the 

computational demand, the rule length is limited to three attributes; it is also a common 

practice in Ishibuchi et al.’s work [3]. 

E-algorithm then uses the product of support and confidence as the measure to select Ns (a 

user-defined number) best rules for each class to form a fuzzy classification rule base S, 

which is responsible to make classification decisions. 
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During classification, the best matching rule for the test datum xr, is identified from the rule 

base S to determine the category of xr. This single winner rule method [10] identifies the best 

matching rule using the product of the compatibility grade ( )
kA rμ x  and the rule’s certainty 

grade CFk, calculated by (5), as the criteria. 

 sec( )k k kCF c B c= ⇒ −A ,                         (5) 

where csec is the second largest confidence value given Ak; for a two-class problem, csec is 

simply the confidence value for the other class given Ak. 

B.  AIRS 

Artificial Immune Recognition Systems (AIRS) is a biological immune system inspired 

algorithm for supervised classification task. 

   1)  Immune Systems 

Immune systems guard our bodies against infections due to pathogens through 

complicated mechanisms. Only the AIRS related aspects of immunology are introduced in 

this paper; more detailed overview of the immune system can be found in [11]. 

When different antigens invade our bodies, the surface receptors of B-cells (one kind of 

lymphocyte) are able to recognize specific antigens through complementary pattern matching, 

called binding. The stronger the binding is, the higher the receptor-antigen affinity is. The 

recognitions can activate the hosting B-cells; and then activated B-cells start to proliferate. 

Some of the clones differentiate into plasma cells which secret large amount of antibodies to 

neutralize the pathogens; some experience hypermutation to create diverse antibodies. 

Antibodies compete for limited resources; and the ones fitting the antigens better survive. 

Some survived antibodies become memory cells that remain in the system for a long period 
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such that the response to the same or similar antigens in the future can be improved with 

respect to both speed and accuracy. 

   2)  Algorithm 

AIRS is a B-celled mechanism based algorithm. In AIRS, the input data are considered as 

antigens; the potential solutions are expressed as antibodies. Both antigens and antibodies are 

usually represented as vectors. Antibodies are included within B-cells; and a set of identical 

B-cells is represented as an artificial recognition ball (ARB) to reduce duplication [12]. 

The input data are firstly preprocessed for the defined affinity metric of the 

antigen-antibody binding, Euclidean distance, to ensure that the reactions between any 

antigen-antibody pair is in the range of [0, 1]. In the initialization phase, AIRS also randomly 

selects a certain number of training data to form an initial set of ARBs, SARB, and an initial set 

of memory cells, SMC. 

The training phase of AIRS is a one-shot incremental procedure. For each training antigen, 

the best matching cell is first identified from the current memory cell population SMC of the 

antigen’s class and denoted as mcmatch. This mcmatch gets a chance to generate offspring and 

expand SARB through clonal expansion and somatic hypermutation. Each ARB in the updated 

SARB is examined for its affinity with the antigen and assigned a finite amount of resources 

according to the affinity. Since the total resource available in the system is constant, the 

weakest ARBs (with low affinity value) are eliminated from SARB until the total resource 

limitation is met. The survived ARBs further produce offspring through clonal expansion and 

somatic hypermutation and the newly generated ARBs compete for the limit resource 

likewise until the average affinity value for all the ARBs in the current SARB reaches the 

pre-set threshold (or other stopping criteria are satisfied). And then the best matching ARB is 
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nominated as the candidate for memory cells (with the same class as the antigen), denoted as 

mccandidate. This mccandidate will be added to SMC and become a long-lived memory cell if it 

matches the antigen better than mcmatch does. 

This procedure repeats for all the training antigens and the final SMC generated during the 

training phase serve as the class prototypes, by which the class of any test antigen is 

determined through k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) approach. 

III.  FAIRS ALGORITHM 

As mentioned in Section II.A, E-algorithm needs to enumerate all the possible rules, which 

suffers from combinatorial explosion. In order to reduce the computational demand, the rule 

length has to be limited by an upper bound. On the other hand, AIRS can quickly search for a 

small set of good fitting antibodies through immunology mechanisms and resource 

competition; but it cannot provide linguistic rules to present the reasoning procedure as 

E-algorithm does. 

Based on the way how E-algorithm extracts rules using the statistical information revealed 

by data mining measures and the way how AIRS searches for representative memory cells for 

classification tasks, a hybrid algorithm, Fuzzy Artificial Immune Recognition System 

(FAIRS), has been developed. FAIRS aims to quickly develop inference rules (with sufficient 

flexibility in rule length) for classification tasks. 

A.  Antigen and Antibody 

As in AIRS, the input data are also considered as antigens:  

 1[ , , ]rAg Ag=Ag ,                              (6) 

where Agi, i=1,…, r is the ith gene of the antigen, r is the number of genes in an antigen (i.e., 
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the number of input attributes in one data point).  

In AIRS, antibodies take on the same vector format as antigens in order to calculate the 

affinity of antigen-antibody binding. But antibodies use a different format in FAIRS in order 

to represent fuzzy classification rules; in another word, an antibody and a fuzzy rule refer to 

the same concept. 

 1 1[ , , ,..., ]r rI I=Ab A A ,                             (7) 

where { }0,1iI ∈ , i=1,…, r, is the ith antecedent attribute indicator, Ai, indicates the 

membership function of the ith antecedent attribute. 

FAIRS uses the antecedent attribute indicator Ii to represent the attribute status in the rule: 

1 indicates the inclusion of the corresponding ith antecedent attribute (or the ith gene Agi) and 

0 indicates the exclusion (i.e., the “don’t care” case). In this way, FAIRS is more flexible in 

rule length comparing with E-algorithm which sets an upper bound for the rule length. Since 

the use of attribute indicator embeds one possible fuzzy set (“don’t care”), each attribute of a 

fuzzy rule is only associated with 14 fuzzy sets instead of 15 sets as in E-algorithm. A 

four-bit binary array can represent any integer number between 0 and 15, therefore Ai , a 

four-bit binary array which can take any of the 14 values between 0001 and 1110 (i.e., Ai 

cannot be all zeros or all ones), is utilized to represent the possible fuzzy sets for each 

attribute. Each Ai corresponds to a fuzzy set whose sequence number shown in Fig.1 is the 

same as the decimal value of Ai. 

With the antigen and the antibody defined, the affinity of an antigen-antibody binding Af is 

the compatibility grade of a data sample with a fuzzy rule. The affinity is calculated as the 

product of the compatibility grade of every included attribute with its corresponding fuzzy 

set as shown in (8): 
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 ( )
{ }1, , , 0

, ( )
i

f a i
i r I

A Agμ
= ≠

= ∏Ab Ag ,                       (8) 

 ( )ia dec= A ,                              (9) 

where ( )aμ ⋅  represents the membership function of ath antecedent fuzzy set, a is the decimal 

value of Ai calculated by the conversion function ( )dec ⋅ . 

B.  Algorithm 

Since the antibody format used in FAIRS is different from the antigen format, the SARB and 

the SMC cannot be initialized by randomly selecting training data as antibodies. Instead, both 

SARB and SMC are initially empty and to be expanded during the training phase. As in AIRS 

[12], each class of data correspond to their own SARB and SMC; for example, SARB.c and SMC.c 

are the memory cell set and the ARB set for class c, respectively. 

The incremental training procedure of FAIRS is similar to AIRS. Given a specific antigen 

Ag (from class c), identify from SMC.c the mcmatch that has a best match with the antigen: 

 arg max ( , )match i f imc A mc⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦Ag ,                    (10) 

where mci, i=1,…,T, refers to the ith memory cell in SMC.c, T is the number of memory cells 

included in current SMC.c. 

If .MC cS ≡ ∅ , then FAIRS randomly generates an antibody as mcmatch with class c. The 

mcmatch generates new ARBs to expand SARB.c through clonal expansion and hypermutation. 

The number of new ARBs mcmatch can generate is proportional to its affinity with Ag: 

 ( , )clone f matchN A mcα= ⋅ Ag ,                        (11) 

where Nclone is the number of new ARBs to be generated, α  is the clonal rate. 

The hypermutation is currently based on random mechanism; since Ai cannot be all zeros 
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or all ones as discussed in Section III.A, the change of Ai to all zeros or all ones is discarded. 

Each ARB is allocated a finite number of resources based on its affinity with Ag. If the total 

resources allocated exceed the system capability, the weakest ARBs will be eliminated until 

the total resources allocated meet the system limit. The expansion of SARB.c and the 

competition of resources repeat until the stopping criterion is satisfied: 

 
( , )

j ARB

f j
ARB S

ARB

A ARB

S
β∈

≤
∑ Ag

,                           (12) 

where β  is the pre-set threshold. The best ARB from SARB.c is nominated as the mccandidate 

and is added to SMC if its affinity with Ag is higher than the mcmatch. 

After all the antigens are presented to the algorithm, support and confidence of every 

generated rule (i.e., a memory cell in SMC) with every training antigen are calculated using (2) 

and (3). Different from E-algorithm that chooses the final rules based on calculated support 

and confidence, FAIRS only calculates support and confidence for fuzzy rules already chosen. 

This approach significantly reduces the computing time but may cause conflicts between 

individually selected rules and statistically supported rules. Sometimes, a class-A rule 

developed during the training phase actually has measures support and confidence in favor of 

class B, which means the certainty grade CF for this class-A rule as in (5) is negative since 

( ) ( )c B c A⇒ > ⇒A A . This type of conflict is mainly due to real-world data imperfections 

such as data inconsistence. In this instance, the individually selected rules will be deleted, 

giving way to the statistically supported rules. 

The final SMC contains the fuzzy classification rules. For every test antigen, the rule with 

the maximum product of compatibility grade and certainty grade becomes the winner rule to 

determine the class of the test data. This step is the same as in the E-algorithm. 
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The process of FAIRS for one antigen is summarized as a brief flowchart in fig 2. 

 

Fig.2. Brief flowchart of FAIRS 

IV.  POWER DISTRIBUTION FAULT CAUSE IDENTIFICATION 

Power distribution systems are a vital lifeline of the modern society for maintaining 

adequate and reliable flows of energy. Power outages (i.e., the loss of the electricity supply to 

an area) can cause economical loss, damage equipments, and even endanger people lives. It 

is important to diagnose the faults and restore the systems in a timely manner in order to 

maintain the system availability and reliability. However, the restoration process may take 

from tens of minutes to hours since most utilities for safety concerns do not restore the 

distribution systems until they have found the outage causes. During the restoration, linemen 

may need to inspect the distribution lines section by section in an attempt to find the outage 

evidence (e.g., burn marks on the pole for possible lightning faults, dead animal bodies for 

possible animal fault) and to ensure safety (e.g., no down distribution lines) prior to 

re-energizing the system. Sometimes, specific crews need to be further dispatched for 

advanced tasks such as the removal of fallen trees. Effective outage cause identification can 

provide valuable information to narrow down the areas and aspects that have to be searched 
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and better schedule the crew activities so as to expedite the restoration procedure. For 

example, the dispatch center can inform the linemen to focus on certain types of causes or 

dispatch appropriate crews earlier to the outage locations in need. 

Duke Energy’s distribution outage data from 1994 to 2002 are used to test the FAIRS 

algorithm proposed in this paper. Based on Duke Energy senior distribution engineers’ 

suggestions, seven of Duke Energy’s thirty-two service regions in North Carolina and South 

Carolina are selected as representations considering geographical features and system status: 

Chapel Hill (CH), Clemson (CS), Durham (DH), Greenville (GV), Hickory (HC), Lancaster 

(LC), and Winston-Salem (WS). These seven regions cover metropolitan areas, cities, towns, 

rural areas and wooded areas, and also embody both old systems and new systems. 

Every time an outage is detected as a result of the activation of protective devices (e.g. a 

circuit breaker, a fuse); the relative information is recorded into the data collection system. 

Each outage record contains 33 information fields, of which six are considered as the most 

essential and influential factors based on the domain experts’ suggestions as well as the 

statistical significance tests [13]. These six influential factors are: circuit ID, weather, season, 

time of day, phases affected, and protective devices activated. The attribute cause entered by 

the crew after finding out the actual outage cause is the class label. Three top customer 

interruption causes for most utilities [14] including Duke Energy: animal contact, tree, and 

lightning strike, are used as outage cause prototypes. 

All these six influence factors are categorical variables; they are transformed into 

numerical variables using likelihood measures [15]. The likelihood measure shown in (17) 

represents the conditional probability of an outage caused by a specific fault given certain 

condition (e.g., an outage caused by tree given icy weather condition). 
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,
,

i j
i j

j

N
L

N
= ,                             (13) 

where i refers to outage cause (e.g., tree, lightning), j refers to outage related event or 

condition (e.g. lightning weather, fuse activated, morning), Ni,j is the number of outages 

caused by fault i under condition j, Nj is the number of outages under condition j, and Li,j is 

the likelihood measure of fault i given condition j.  

Likelihood measures can provide useful information for fault cause identification; they are 

logically used as the algorithm inputs. As shown in (17), the likelihood measure depends on 

both fault type i and influential condition j; thus different values of of the likelihood measure 

are calculated with respect to different fault causes even under the same influential condition. 

With the inputs (i.e., the likelihood measure) change along with different outage causes, 

classification algorithms always process one outage cause at a time. For example, the 

algorithms aim to distinguish tree caused faults from non-tree caused faults (which can be 

caused by animal, lightning, or others). 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The outage records from each representative region are divided into training data and test 

data by year: the data from 1994 to 1999 form the training set and the remaining data 

(2000-2002) form the test set. For example, the region of HC has 10,030 training data and 

5,617 test data. 

A.  Performance Measures  

The performance of FAIRS is compared with the original AIRS and the original 

E-algorithm. The commonly used classification performance measure, the overall accuracy 
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which examines the proportion of correctly classified cases, can be misleading when the data 

are imbalanced. For example, the majority class M in a two-class imbalanced data set Q 

contains 95% of the data and the minority class N contains the remaining 5% data; a 

classifier that indiscriminantly categorizes every case as the majority class M still achieves an 

overall accuracy as high as 95%. This is certainly undesirable from the classification 

viewpoint. Kubat et al. have proposed the g-mean [16] which is based on the confusion 

matrix as shown in Table I, to measure the imbalanced data classification performance. 

 

TABLE I. CONFUSION MATRIX (TREE-/ANIMAL-/LIGHTNING-CAUSED FAULTS ARE POSITIVE CLASSES; 

NONTREE-/NONANIMAL-/NONLIGHTNING-CAUSED FAULTS AS NEGATIVE CLASSES) 

 Predicted Positive Class Predicted Negative Class 

Actual Positive Class True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 

Actual Negative Class False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 

 

True positive rate ( Acc+ ) indicates the classification accuracy on 

tree-/animal-/lightning-caused faults and the true negative rate ( Acc− ) indicates the 

classification accuracy on nontree-/nonanimal-/nonlightning-caused faults, as shown in (14) 

and (15) respectively. G-mean shown in (16) examines the classification accuracies on both 

positive and negative classes; the g-mean is high when both Acc+  and Acc−  are large and 

the difference between Acc+  and Acc−  is small. G-mean punishes large disparities 

between the accuracies on both classes; the classifier in the example of imbalanced data set Q 

only gets a g-mean value of 0, although it has a 95% overall accuracy. 

TPAcc
TP FN

+ =
+

,                           (14) 
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TNAcc
TN FP

− =
+

,                           (15) 

 g-mean Acc Acc+ −= × .                       (16) 

B.  Results and Discussions 

   1)  Accuracy 

Due to the randomness involved in AIRS and FAIRS, both algorithms are performed 30 

runs for each case in order to generate statistically representative results. The average values 

of g-mean over the 30 runs of FAIRS as well as AIRS and the g-mean value by E-algorithm 

are presented in fig.3-5, showing the comparisons for lightning-caused fault, animal-caused 

fault, and tree-caused fault, respectively (the sequence of three algorithms appeared in the 

figures is arranged differently in order to make the comparisons recognizable). 

Two-sample tests of hypothesis are also performed to compare the performance of 

different approaches. In the tests, the null hypothesis: 

0 FAIRS AIRS/E-algorithmH : g-mean g-mean= ,                  (17) 

is tested against the alternative hypothesis: 

1 FAIRS AIRS/E-algorithmH : g-mean g-mean> .                  (18) 

The p-values of the tests show the statistical significance of results. A p-value indicates the 

probability of obtaining the existing sample data given the null hypothesis [17], so a low 

p-value leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis. The most commonly used level of 

significance 0.05 is applied here, i.e., a p-value under 0.05 will reject the null hypothesis in 

favor of the alternative hypothesis. Table II-IV present the p-values of the hypothesis tests on 

g-mean by three algorithms for lightning-caused faults, animal-caused faults, and tree-caused 
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faults, respectively. 
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Fig.3. G-means for lightning-caused fault identification 

 

TABLE II. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS FOR LIGHTNING-CAUSED FAULTS 

 FAIRS v.s. E-algorithm FAIRS v.s. AIRS 

CH 1.0000 <0.0001 

CS <0.0001 <0.0001 

DH 1.0000 <0.0001 

GV 0.6283 <0.0001 

HK 1.0000 <0.0001 

LC 1.0000 <0.0001 

WS 1.0000 <0.0001 

 

Fig.3 shows that E-algorithm in general has the highest average g-mean values on 

lightning-caused faults and AIRS has the lowest; the sample mean values of g-mean achieved 

by FAIRS are between the average g-mean values by AIRS and E-algorithm in most of the 

seven regions. Based on the p-values of two sample tests of hypothesis shown in Table II, it 
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can be concluded with high significance that FAIRS has better performance than AIRS in all 

the regions since all the p-values are less than 0.0001. On the other hand, E-algorithm hss 

larger g-mean than FAIRS in five out of seven regions but smaller in CS; the similar 

conclusion cannot be drawn for GV at the level of significance 0.05. 
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Fig.4. G-means for animal-caused fault identification 

 

TABLE III. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS FOR ANIMAL-CAUSED FAULTS 

 FAIRS v.s. E-algorithm FAIRS v.s. AIRS 

CH <0.0001 0.9892 

CS <0.0001 1.0000 

DH 0.9989 1.0000 

GV <0.0001 0.4330 

HK 0.8917 0.6129 

LC 0.0004 <0.0001 

WS 1.0000 0.8545 
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It can be concluded from the animal-caused faults identification results shown in fig.4 and 

table III that FAIRS has a larger g-mean than both AIRS and E-algorithm in LC but a smaller 

g-mean than both algorithms in DH, while achives a performance in between in CH and CS. 

In the remaining three regions, the conclusion about the performance comparison on 

animal-caused faults identification cannot be drawn at the significance level of 0.05, except 

that FAIRS has a larger g-mean in GV but a smaller g-mean in WS than E-algorithm. Fig.5 

and table IV show that FAIRS has better performance than both AIRS and E-algorithm in 

three regions (CS, GV, and WS) but worse in two regions (DH and HK). 
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Fig.5. G-means for tree-caused fault identification 
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TABLE IV. P-VALUES OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS FOR TREE-CAUSED FAULTS 

 FAIRS v.s. E-algorithm FAIRS v.s. AIRS 

CH <0.0001 0.9491 

CS <0.0001 <0.0001 

DH 1.0000 1.0000 

GV 0.0001 <0.0001 

HK 1.0000 0.9987 

LC 0.9525 <0.0001 

WS <0.0001 <0.0001 

 

Based on the comparisons shown in fig.3-5 and table II-IV, FAIRS in most of the cases has 

a comparable performance in terms of g-mean with both AIRS and E-algorithm. In all the 21 

cases, there are only 3 causes in which FAIRS obtains smaller g-mean values than the other 

two algorithms (in DH and HK for tree-caused faults and in DH for animal-caused faults). 

This fact shows that the hybrid algorithm maintain its capability of classifying imbalanced 

data as its two original algorithms. 

   2)  Computational Requirement 

While the focus has not been on algorithmic complexity analysis for this current paper, the 

running time of three algorithms is worthwhile to be compared using the case of tree-caused 

faults in the region of CH as an example. The results shown in table V are based on a PC 

with 1.8GHz Intel(R) Pentium(R) M processor and 496MHz RAM.  
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TABLE V. COMPARISONS OF RUNNING TIMES OF THREE ALGORITHMS 

 FAIRS AIRS E-algorithm 

Average running time for each run 64 seconds 56 seconds 47 minutes 47 seconds

 

It is clear by shown that E-algorithm takes much longer running time than the other two 

algorithms. As discussed in Section II.A, E-algorithm generates a large set of initial fuzzy 

rules which contains 57,904 rules in this case; and each rule needs to calculate its 

compatibility grade with all the training data for the measures support and confidence. The 

outage database contains 3,120 training data from the region of CH, which leads to 

180,660,480 times of calculations while most of them are not actually necessary since only a 

few rules (30 rules as in [4]) are finally used for classification tasks. On the other hand, 

FAIRS first searches for a smaller set of fuzzy rules (with flexible rule length) as the initial 

rule base rather than enumerate all the possible fuzzy rules (with limited rule length), which 

significantly reduces the computing time. 

   3)  Fuzzy Rules 

As discussed in Section III.B, an individual selected rule is eliminated from the memory 

cell population SMC if it conflicts with any of the statistically supported rules. Table V lists the 

numbers of rules in SMC before and after the reduction. FAIRS calculates the compatibility 

grade of every rule before the reduction with all the training data, the number of calculation 

needed is significantly reduced from the number needed by the E-algorithm, which is 57,904 

as shown in Section V.B.2. The number of fuzzy rules after reduction indicates the size of 

SMC: the average number of rules for classification is 18 for lightning-caused faults, 31 for 

animal-caused faults, and 36 for tree-caused faults. 
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TABLE VI. THE NUMBER OF RULES GENERATED BY FAIRS 

 Before/After Reduction CH CS DH GV HK LC WS 

Before 48 49 49 57 59 56 57 
Lightning 

After 27 27 25 27 31 30 30 

Before 61 56 61 55 61 47 61 
Animal 

After 35 32 32 28 33 24 32 

Before 60 64 70 74 68 66 76 
Tree 

After 31 35 37 39 35 36 39 

 

As one of the motivations to develop FAIRS is to integrate rule extraction capability into 

the immune system algorithms in order to explain the inference mechanism of outage cause 

identification, a few rule examples (for lightning-caused faults) are listed.  

1. IF the likelihood measure of Weather is medium low (according to membership partition No.3 

in Fig.1) AND the likelihood measure of Protective Devices Activated is medium low 

(according to membership partition No.3 in Fig.1) AND the likelihood measure of Season is 

high (according to membership partition No.1 in Fig.1) AND the likelihood measure of Time 

of Day is high (according to membership partition No.4 in Fig.1), THEN the outage is likely to 

be caused by lightning. 

2. IF the likelihood measure of Time of Day is low (according to membership partition No.1 in 

Fig.1), THEN the outage is NOT likely to be caused by lightning. 

Rule 1 includes four attributes (weather condition, protective devices activated by the 

outage, season, and time of day); in other words, its rule length is 4. The presence of this rule 

demonstrates the rule length flexibility of FAIRS: the algorithm can generate the rules with 

arbitrarily length as necessary rather than limit the rule with length limitation in order to 

reduce the computational demand. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 

Real-world data imperfections such as data imbalance have been affecting the performance 

of many fault diagnosis methods. E-algorithm and AIRS have demonstrated good capability 

in imbalanced data classification as investigated in our previous works. However, 

E-algorithm can produce inference rules but is computational demanding; AIRS has the quick 

searching capability but is lack of rule extraction capability. In order to utilize both 

advantages, a hybrid algorithm of E-algorithm and AIRS, Fuzzy Artificial Immune 

Recognition System (FAIRS), has been proposed in this paper. 

Power distribution outage cause identification is used as a prototype to demonstrate the 

capability and test the performance of FAIRS; Duke Energy distribution outage data are used 

as a real-world imbalanced dataset example. 

FAIRS has been compared with both algorithms from which it originates in terms of 

g-mean, the imbalanced classification performance measure. The results show that FAIRS 

significantly reduces the computation time than E-algorithm through the searching 

mechanism of AIRS and keeps the capability of extracting linguistic rules to explain the 

inference, at the same time, FAIRS achieves comparable performance with both AIRS and 

E-algorithm. 
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